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Abstract

This paper addresses the nature of place within consumer culture. lt argues that as a

consequence of the dominance of the consumer ethos, reflected in the popular

representation of landscape and in the nature of contemporary urban form, the sense of

place in our culture has been weakened. Consequently, this paper argues that design

should respond as a form of resislance to consumer culture. The paper is divided into three

chapters, each one of which addresses a different element in the discussion. Chapter One,

lmages of Place, examines landscape imagery from advertising in an attempt to

understand how landscape is represented in contemporary consumer culture. Chapter

Two, P/aces of lmages, investigates the physical manifestation of consumer culture in the

postmodern cityscape. Chapter Three, Rectaiming Ptace, argues for a renewed sense of

place in contemporary culture. The final chapter argues for a fundamental change in the

current social and polítical struclures as a precursor for the emergence of a new urban

design' Reclaiming Place concludes by proposing how design can emerge as a form of

resistance to consumer capitafism based on challenging contemporary approaches

towards place.
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Introduction

The purpose of this paper is to examine the nature of place within consumer culture.

This investigation seeks to understand how landscape is both represented and manifes-¡

within contemporary consumer capitalism. Following an examination of landscape imagery

from adveftising, and an investigation into the nature of contemporary urbanity, the

discussion concludes by proposing how design should respond as a form of resistance to

consumer culture.

fn addressing both the representation of landscape and the contemporary ciÇscape,

this work follor¡s a long established tradition in landscape studies of examining landscape

from two different perspectives: the image and the built environment. Landscape imagery

has long been deeply reflective of people's attitudes towards the natural world. Similarly,

the makeup of the urban landscape has revealed much about the dominant culture.

Together, both these perspectives offer an insightfuf commentary on contemporary cultural

attitudes towards landscape and our place within in it.

In the first chapter, lmages of Ptace, I address the representation of landscape in

contemporary consumer culture. In this chapter, I argue that advertising has become

fundamentally reflective of our cultural identiÇ. Consequenfly, advertising imagery provides

a valuable insight into prevailing cultural approaches towards landscape and place. ln the

second chapter, Places of tmages, I investigate the physical manifestation of consumer

culture in the poslmodern cityscape. An examination of the nature of contemporary

urbanity reveals how the urban forms of the cityscape are deeply reflective of the core

values of consumer culture.

Having established how landscape is both represented and physically manifest within

consumer culture, in the third and final chapter, Reclaiming place, I argue for the need of a

renewed sense of place in contemporary culture. I argue the need for deep systematic

changes in the structure of contemporary society as a precursor to the emergence of a
placemaking freed from the power of the market. I contend that recla¡ming place, ín the

context of contemporary capitalism, must involve presenting alternatÍves to the consumer
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vision implicit in our capitalist system. As such, I propose that design should emerge as a

vehicle of resistance to consumer capitalism based on developing alternative approaches

towards place.

The manner in which landscape is both represented in advertising and manifest in

contemporary urbanity is increasingly extolling a consumerist vision of life. As will be

shown in Landscapes of Consumption, reclaiming a sense of place within contemporary

consumer culture ultimately involves challenging this consumerist vision itself.
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"...images of the landscape reflect not just an aftistic pedigree...but atso the
concems of the day."

stephen F. Mills. The American Landscapg (Keele university press: Edinburgh, 1997), p.1 17



The idea of examining landscape in imagery is a significant part of modern landscape

sludies. As Stephen Mills notes in The American Landscape "...images are important:with

the power to re'create surroundings comes the opportunity to impose certain images upon

the world to the exclusion of others."1 Landscape imagery has long provided significant

insights into how human cultures have viewed the natural world. From the earliest Neolithic

cave paintings to the work of the Hudson River School, landscape imagery has illustrated

the approach of various peoples to their natural environment. Today, the representations of

our consumer culture provide an equally valuable insight into how contemporary culture

vieu¡s the natural world. As we increasingly move towards a global environmental crisis, it

becomes more important than ever to undersiand how our culture perceives the natural

world around us. Contemporary imagery provides a useful vehicle for such an exploration.

As shall be shovr¡n, in contemporary culture our portrayals of landscape and place are

reflective of a consumptive approach to the natural world that is fundamentally shaped by a

consumer ethos. I argue that such an approach underlies many of our environmental

problems and, consequently, these representations need to be explored and analyzed.

Within our consumer culture, advertising has emerged as a central vehicle for the

dissemination of imagery. The content and form of the increasingly pervasive advertising

image is profoundly reflective of how our contemporary culture views the world. As James

Twitchell observes in his book Adcult USA: The Triumph of Advertisinq in American

Culture, "'..what is carried in and with advertising is what we knoq what we share, what

we believe in. lt is who we are. lt is us."2 Advertising imagery provides a window, not only

on the workings of the adveftising industry, but on the ideas and values of contemporary

culture itself. With this in mind, this chapter will investigate landscape imagery from

advertising in an attempt to understand how landscape is represented in contemporary

consumer culture.

, flennelfaMills. ThqAmericç¡lr Lgndscape (Keele University Press: Edinburgh, 1997), p.10.'James B. Twitchell. A 
lCotúmOiaUniversityPress: New@
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Entering the 21't century, the dominion of the image is everywhere apparent. The

average adult in North America is exposed to three thousand advertisements each day.3

Collectively, Notth Americans are exposed daily to 12 billion display advertisements and

200,000 TV commercials.a We are living, as graphic designer Bruce Mau points out, in a

"global image economy." s In an increasingly fast paced world, one in which we are

exposed to greater and greater amounts of information, images are quickly surpassing the

written word as the preferred medium for rapid communication. lmages flood us from every

conceivable realm in both public and private life. As W.J.T Mitchell writes in picture Theory,

"...we live in a culture dominated by pictures, visual simulations, stereotypes, illusions,

copies, reproductions, imitations and fantasies."u Evidence for Mitchell's remarks can be

seen in the results of a study that found people today able to recognize 1000 corporate

logos but fewer than ten plants.T Contemporary culture is quickly emerging as a culture of

imagery. As Mitchell notes "The fantasy of a pictorial turn, of a culture totally dominated by

images, has now become a real technical possibility on a global scale." 8 The trend

towards the use of imagery in all forms of public discourse and communication began in

earnest in the United States during the early part of the 2Oth century.e Since then, the

image has emerged in contemporary culture as a new form of language. As Neil postman

writes in his book rechnopolv: The surrender of culture to Technoloqv:

-..the photograph and other iconographs brought on a massive intrusion of
images into the symbolic environment: pñotographs, prints, posters,
drawíngs, adveñisements. The new imagery, with phoiography at its
forefront, did not function as a supplement to language but tended to
replace it as,our dominant means for construing, uñderstanding and
testing reality.ro

" lbid., p. 2
* Adbusters, no. 28 Winter 2000, p.2g

I . 
p¡qc_ewtau, Lifestvte (Phaidon: Ñew york, 2000), p.s

:W J.T Mitchell, Picture Theory: Essavs on verbâl and visual representation (The University of
Chicago Press: Chicago & London, 1994), p.2
' Adbusters June/July 2O0O, p.2
" Mitchell. o.15.

]gfn Ewen, All Consuminq lmaqes: The Politics of Stvle in Contemporarv culture (Basic Books
1^999), p.)oo(
-_Neìl Postman, Technopolv: The Surrender of Culture to Technoloqv (Alfred A. Knopf: New york,
1992), p.68.



The technological shift from the printed word to the image has had a significant impact

upon how our culture perceives the world. W.J.T Mitchell argues that the technological shift

from print to imagery has resulted in "a culture of spectatorship." 11 Increasingly, what we

know of the world comes from obseruing images and not from reading or from being

directly engaged with the world. As our culture becomes increasingly dependent upon

representations and simulations to make sense of the world, the significance of imagery

becomes even greater in our lives. In their book Channels of Desire: Mass lmages and the

Shapino of American Consciousness Stuart and Elizabeth Ewen write that ,,The

image.. . reaches out to sell more than a seruice or product; it sells a way of understanding

the world...Mass imagery...creates for us a memorable language, a system of belief, an

ongoing channel to inculcate and effect common perception, explaining to us what it

means to be part of a modern world."12

In North America, contemporary culture is ovenruhelmingly a consumer culture.

Whereas other cultures in human history have been defined by their spiritual or political

beliefs or by their form of social organization, contemporary North American culture can be

roughly defined by our desire to buy things. As the author Bill McKibben comments ,,The

central fact of our time, the only fact that really matters if you're trying to understand who

we are, is that we live in the most developed consumer society there ever was.',13 Stuart

and Elizabeth Ewen write that in our culture "Consumption is our life."1a James Twitchell

writes " We live in the age of adveftising, and in the spirit of the endeavor I call this new

culture Adcult...increasingly world culture is carried on through the boom-box noise and

strobe lights of commercialism."ls In his book The Greeninq of America Charles Reich

observes that consumption is the most characteristic element of our culture. He writes,,The

most powerful, the loudest, and the most persistent command in our society is the

tt Mitchell. o.3
12 Stuart anO etizabetn Eweì. channels of Desire: Mass lmaqes and the Shap¡nq of American

¡ "jgrq,tq." 
(McGraw-Hitt Book Company: New Vort<., rceZ¡, p. +Z

'" Bill McKibben "Cult of the Weird" ,Adbusters no_ 33 (Jan/Feb bt¡, p_ZO1"4 Ewen, p.42
'" Twitchell, p.1
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command to buy, to consume, to make material progress, to "grovy''.'16 Jean Baudrillard in

his book, The Consumer Societv, concludes "...consumption is an active form of

relationship (not only to objects, but also to society and to the world), a mode of systematic

activity and global response which founds our entire cultural system." 17

Entering the 21't century, contemporary culture in North America has been permeated

by commercialism to an unprecedented degree. As James Twitchell remarks "There is

barely an empty space in our culture not already carrying commercial messages.,,tt The

vehicle responsible for bringing us this plethora of messages is advertising. Advertising is

so prevalent in contemporary culture that critics, like James Twitchell, claim advertising has

become our culture. The images and messages brought to us by advertising are no longer

solely external exhortations to consume but have become deeply reflective of our cultural

identity. As Twitchell comments "Much of what we share, and what we know, and even

what we treasure is carried to us each second in a plasma of eleclrons, pixels, and

ink...."1e As noted earlier, \¡¡e are bombarded daily with enormous numbers of

advertisements. Advertising has soaked into the collective consciousness of North

Americans to a greater and greater degree with the result that, as commentators like

Twitchell claim, it has fundamentally shaped our culture. Along with television, print ís the

dominant medium for the transmission of the advertisíng message. For the purposes of this

paper, however, this investigation will be limited to an examination of imagery from the

print media. ln light of this work's format, the print media provides more numerous and

easily reproducible images for examination. lt should be noted that this work does not

purpoft to offer a comprehensive examination of advertising imagery from the print media.

It will, however, provide a critical analysis of the imagery with the intent of illustrating how

landscape is represented in the imagery itself.

'6 charles Reich. TheGreeninq of America (Random House: Newyork, 1970), p.165
'.' J"an Burdrill"rd (Sage publications:
London, 1998), p. ix
'' Twitchell, p.2
'" lbid., p.1
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The terms landscape and place are central to the following discussion and, as such,

need to be defined. Landscape has a wide variety of connotations. As Stephen Mills points

out, there are two main interpretations of the term landscape: one approach viern¡s

landscape as synonymous with the whole of the natural environment while the other sees

Iandscape as a product of human activity.2O In my investigation of landscape imagery, my

use of the term landscape follows the approach that vier¡¡s the landscape as being primarily

synonymous with the natural world. At the same tíme, however, I acknowledge extensive

human influence upon the landscape. For the purposes of my work, equating landscape

with the natural environment facilitates identification of our particular cultural approach to

the natural world as expressed in the advertising imagery itself. I also employ the term

'place' from time to time in the discussion. My use of the term place follows Lucy Lippard's

approach to the concept. She identifies place as the result of the union of space and

culture. As she writes "lf space is where culture is lived, then place is the result of their

union."21 My intention with my usage of the term 'place' is to highlight the complex merging

of environment, perception, and experience that creates a sense of place. I use the term to

offset the reductionist, simplification of place that, as will be shown, is so prevalent in

advertising landscape imagery.

Before beginning an analysis of imagery from contemporary sources it is perhaps

helpful to provide some context for the discussion by very briefly investigating the

representation of landscape from earlier periods. Although represented in other art forms,

landscape has been primarily portrayed through painting. The genre of landscape painting

created powerful images of the natural world throughout cultures the world over. Whether

the creation of Neolithic cave painters or Renaissance landscape artists, landscape

imagery speaks of a particular culture's approach towards the world around it. An overview

of the representation of landscape in imagery reveals not only an increasing level of

20 Mills. o. 6
" Lucy iipparO. The Lure of the Local: Senses of place in a multicentered society (The New press
NewYork, 1997), p. 10
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sophistication in the techniques of representation but also the degree to which these works

are deeply reflective of humans' changing attitudes to nature.

From the earliest periods of human history people have used pictures as an

elementary way to record and transmit information. Visual communication emerged with

these early images. Historians believe that the first landscapes consciously conceived by

humans appeared in cave paintings in Spain and northern France sometime between

3O,OOO and lO,OO0 8.C.22 As the centuries passed, humans were able to represent their

surroundings with increasing exactitude and skill. Throughout the world, human societies

began to portray the natural environment in various art forms such as sculpture, painting,

and pottery. Through these art forms, most notably in painting, human cultures reflected

their diverse views and attitudes about the natural world. The early cave artists were

already expressing their relationship with the world around them by painting the animals

that they depended on for food. In China, inspired by the Taoist philosophy of humans

living in harmony with nature, the new art form of landscape painting first appeared during

the 10th century A.D. 23 Taoist landscape painting later emerged as one of the highest

expressions of Chinese art.2a By the 14th and 15th centuries a tradition of landscape

painting developed in Japan strongly influenced by the Taoist Sung landscape artists of

China.2s Japanese landscape painters were predominantly Zen Buddhísts and their art was

deeply reflective of their philosophy. In the lslamic world, the ban imposed on image

making meant that a tradition of landscape painting did not develop as in other parts of the

world. 'u However, miniature paintings as illustrations in books allowed for landscapes to

be represented in Persia and in India under the Mughal emperors.tt

2 Geoffrey and Susan Jellicoe The Landscape of Man: Shapinq the Environment from prehistorv to
lhe Present Dav. (Thames and Hudson: London, 1995), p. 14.
'" lbid., p.91
2a Hamlyn Books. Art Treasures of the World (Hamlyn: London, 1920), p. 87
'u lbid.. o.98
2ô Konstãntin Bazarov. Landscape Paintinq (octopus Books Limited: London, 19g1), p.21
27 lbid.
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In Western culture ihe tradition of landscape painting arose in Europe during ihe

Renaissance in the 15th and 16th centuries.2s Freed from the background of religious

paintings, landscape emerged as a separate branch of painting and developed as one of

the major genres through which modern Western art can be traced.2e A strong tradition of

naturalistic landscape painting developed in Holland in the 17th century where artists like

Hercules Seghers and Jacob Ruisdal painted the wide flat expanses of the Dutch

countryside.3o Throughout Europe, landscape was increasingly represented in the works of

painters of various nationalities. Distinct schools of representation developed in conjunction

with the Enlightenment and later Romanticism, each reflecting particular views of the

natural world. The tradition of landscape painting spread to North America in the 19th

century. Influenced by Romanticism and ideals of nature mysticism, American landscape

artists attempted to capture the mysterious energies of nature that they perceived in the

unspoiled American wilderness. The rapid growth of industrialization and urbanization in

America alarmed many American landscape adists whose images of the vanishing

wilderness helped create the conservation movement. Landscape painting would emerge

in the late 19th century as the main form of arlistic expression in America - most notably in

the work of the Hudson River School. 31

Up until the late 19th century landscape had been represented solely in the arts and

most notably in painting. In the absence of other media that would allow for the

reproduction of imagery, the representation of landscape was confined to the realm of fine

art. By the early 2Orn century, however, advances in printing techniques allowed for the

reproduction of images in large numbers for commercial purposes. As Robert Goldman

and Stephen Papson note in their book Siqn Wars: The Cluttered Landscape of Advertisinq

by the 1920s "the technologies of mechanical reproduction, print and photography reached

2u rbid., p. 20
'" Nicholas Græn " Looking at the Landscape: Class Formation and the Visual " in Eric Hirsch and
Michael O'Hanlon eds. The Anthropoloqv of Landscape: Perspectives on Place and Space
(Clarendon Press: Oxford: 1995), p.31* Hamlyn, p.204

31 Bazarov, o.140.
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a level of technical sophislication that permitted mass-produced advertising images to be

nationally circulated."3t Later, computer technology would spur even greater development

in the production and reproduction of imagery. In the early 2oth century, influenced by

modern artistic developments, the emerging advertising induslry in the United States

brought together individuals trained in artistic standards to work in close collaboration with

factories producing goods.33 The ensuing marriage between art and commerce quickly

lead to the development of modern advertisíng techniques and the ensuing emergence of

the image in North American popular culture. The advertising industry successfully "seized

upon the power of the artist to say things which could not be said in words" in order to

create powerful, new images that would drive people to buy goods.3a

Advertisers quickly turned to nature for meanings and imagery to use in promoting

commercial products. Goldman and Papson write that from the outset modern advertising

"used nature as a referent system from which to service signifiers for constructing signs.

Nature's landscapes were used to signify experiences or qualities that urban-industrial

everyday life failed to provide."tt lmages of landscape, conæquently, began appearing for

the first time in commercial art and advertising in the early 2Oth century. As Goldman and

Paoson note:

A familiar theme in 1920s advertising u¡as "The Parable of Civilization
Redeemed." This scenarío identified civilization with "images of sloth or
decadence," work with drudgery, and modern existence with "nerves" and
anxiety. Advertising located the solutions to these ills in commodities
aligned with meanings associated with nature: essence and purity.
Advertising suggested that civilization's def¡c¡encies could be ameliorated
by consuming commodities that contained the essence of nature.36

In the 2Oth century, technological development led to the mass production of images for

commercial purposes. As commercial images quickly became all pervasive throughout

tt Robert Goldman and Stephen Papson. Siqn Wars: The Cluttered Landscape of Advertisinq
(TheGuilford Press: NewYork, 1996), p.188.s Ewen, p.4S* rbid.s Goldman and Papson, p.191.

* rbid.
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North American society, adveftisers appropriated meanings and imagery from both culture

and nature and used them in the promotion of consumer products. In so doing, more and

more of the world has become material for advertisement campaigns.

As Bruce Mau observes " We live in a twenty-four hour market world where less and less

terrain remains unregulated. Less terrain falls outside of the regime of the logo and its

image."37 The power to represent the world around us is no longer the exclusive domain of

the fine artist. Technological development has allowed for the creation and manipulation of

imagery in infinite ways. The power of this imagery has been successfully appropriated by

the adveftising industry to promote an endless stream of products. In the same way that

the advertising indusiries have mined culture for new meanings with which to promote

consumer products so too have the same industries increasingly turned to the natural

world around us, the landscape in effect, for meanings and images to be used in its

ongoing message of consumption.

In addressing landscape imagery in advertising we need to unders{and ihe narrative

that the images are telling us. I argue that it is a narrative primarily of commodification.

Involved in this narrative are elements of simulation, fantasy, misrepresentation, and

suppression. However, the story that is being told is a story that has, at its core, the idea

that landscape is merely another commodity within the economic sphere. The story

suggests that landscape, like any other commodiÇ, can be traded, bought, developed,

sold, shaped, morphed or gutted of any inherent meaning by the marketplace. lf that is the

case then, so what? Some may argue that we live in an economic system that is based on

generating wealth from the world around us. Why then, the argument could be made,

should the natural world not be viewed as just another commodity within the economic

system? The ans¡,¡er is clearly visible in the world around us. We face an ecological crisis

of unprecedented proportions. The seriousness of the world's ecological crisis was

highlighted in a siatement released by the Union of Concerned Scientists in 1992. In his

book The Sacred Balance, David Suzuki quotes the World Scientists' Warning to Humanity

37 Mau, p.41 .
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issued on November 18 1992 and signed by 1600 senior scientis{s including over half of all

living Nobel Prize winners. lt reads, in part:

Human beings and the natural world are on a collision course. Human
activities inflict harsh and often irreversible damage on the environment
and on critical resources. lf not checked, many of our current practices put
at serious risk the future that we wish for human society and the plant and
animal kingdoms, and may so alter the living world that it will be unable to
sustain life in the manner that we know. Fundamental changes are urgent
if we are to avoid the collision our present couræ will bring about. 'o

As various commentators have made clear, the prospect of global ecological and economic

collapse is imminent unless the rates of our material consumption, and resource and

energy usage are brought down to sustainable levels.3s The ecological crisis that we face

is a product of an economic system that is transforming, at an ever-increasing rate, the

elements of the natural world into commodities for the global marketplace. The idea of the

natural world as a wellspring of limitless resources for our consumption is rapidly

destroying the earth's ecology. Such thinking has underpinned the accelerating pace at

which we have depleted the natural world and threatens the future of life on this planet.

Within the context of contemporary capitalism, the commodification of the natural world has

deprived it of any real meaning or value outside of the marketplace. I argue that it is this

type of thinking that is responsible for our current ecological crisis and that these same

ideas are clearly manifest in the images of landscape that I will address.

"lntrcducing the island assortment. How many would you like?" So begins an

advertisement for the British Virgin lslands. "Destination Paradise" reads another,

trumpeting the virtues of a holiday in the Caribbean. "Choices, Choices" a headline reads,

extolling the variety of country estates available in rural Colorado. "The Answering machine

for the call of the Wìld" reads the text underneath an image of a Toyota SUV parked

shining in a forest glade. This is the sort of material that can be found in the myriad of

s David Suzuki and Amanda McConnell. The Sacred Balance: Rediscoverinq Our Place in Nature
(Greystone Books: Douglas and Mclntyre Vancouver 1997), p.4
"" Donella Meadows, Dennis Meadows and Jorgen Randers. Bevond the Limits:
Collapse Envisioning a Sustainable Future, (McCelland & Stewart: Toronto, 1992), p.xii-xri
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adveñisements that incorporate elements of landscape into the advertising message.

These advertisements illustrate, to varying degrees, the commodification of landscape and

place. These examples show quite clearly, in the interplay between text and image, the

reduction of landscape and place into mere commodities. The Canadian Oxford Dictionary

defines commodification as "the action of turning something into or treating something as a

mere commodity."ao A commodity, the dictionary defines, is "an article that can be bought

and sold."a1 In Jean Baudrillard's insightful analysis of contemporary Western culture, The

Consumer Societv, he writes "anything can become a consumer object" as a result

"consumption is laying hold of the whole of life." a2 Advertising is the primary vehicle for the

expression of this process. Consequently, imagery in advertising both promotes and bears

witness to the commodification of culture and nature.

Before we get immediately into an examination of the imagery itself, we need to

explore some concepts that will help in interpreting how landscape is being represented in

advertising imagery. Commodification - the action of turning something into or treating

something as a mere commodity - can be viewed as an element within a larger framework

of consumption. Jean Baudrillard, one of the foremost critics of western consumer culture.

believes that a discourse or a language of consumption characterizes our consumer

society.a3 In this language of consumption, commodities have value as signs. In his

introduction to Baudrillard's book The Consumer Societv, George Ritzer explains:

When looked at from a structural perspective, what we consume is signs
(messages, images) rather than commodities...Commodities are no longer
defined by their use, but rather by what they signify. And what they signify
is defined by not what they do, ,but by their relationship to the entire
system of commodities and signs. ""

ao Katherine Barber ed. The Canadian Oxford Dictionarv (Oxford University Press: Don Mills,
Ontario), p.286
-'tbid.
a2 Baudrillard. o.l5* lbid.. o.6* rcia.,þl
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As Baudrillard himself explains "The circulation, purchase, sale, appropriation of

differentiated goods, and signs/objects today constitute our language, our code, the code

by which ihe entire society communicates and converses. Such is the structure of

consumption..."45 In this discourse of consumption, signs are made up of signifier (an

object, image, sound) and signified (its concept or meaning).46 Robert Goldman and

Stephen Papson contend that advertising ís all about the process of constructing tnese

signs. They write:

Stripped of its glamour, advertising is a kind of cultural mechanics for
constructing commodity signs. Advertisements are structured to boosl the
value of commodity brand names by attaching them to images that
possess social and cultural value: brand-name commodity + meaning of
image = a commodity sign. conslructing this currency of commoãity
images requires that advertisements take the form of semiotic equationi
into which disconnected signifiers and signifieds are entered and then
recombined to create new equivalencies. Advertisements invite viewers to
perceive an exchange between othenruise incommensurate meaning
systems, and they must be structured to steer interpretation in thal
direction if they are to fulfill their purpose.aT

The logic of the system of sign value means that advertising must continually

appropriate meanings in its drive to create commodity signs. As Goldman and papson note

"Like any system of currency, sign values only exist in relation to other values. Because

sign values are constructed out of meaning, they must be articulated with reference to

another system of value - a meaning system that is external to, and different from, the

product."as Consequently, advertising engages in an unending quesl for new meanings -
from both culture and nature which it can then use to create sign value for

commodities. According to Baudrillard, the manipulation of commodity signs is central to

consumption in our consumer culture. He comments "Consumption, in so far as it is

meaningful, is a systematic act of the manipulation of signs."ae The advertising industry is

* rbid.. p. 79-Bo
oo Chris'Horrocks and Zoran Jevtic. Baudrillard for Beqinners (lcon Books Ltd: Cambridge, 1g96),
p. 35
4t Goldman and papson, p.2* lbid., p.10.

ae Baudrillard, p. 33
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the mechanism that creates the value of these signs. I argue, following Baudrillard's mode

of analysis, that landscape, like any other commodity is subject to this manipulation as part

of the continuing discourse of consumption in our culture. I will then present images from

contemporary advertising to support my argument.

Along with the idea of the sign value of commodities, Baudrillard introduces the idea of

simulation into his analysis of western consumer culture. Baudríllard claims we are living in

an age wlrere instead of reality, people are treated to simulations involving the constant

recombination of various signs.sO We are living, he argues, in a world íncreasingly

dominated by símulations. ln a world where signs and meanings are continually in flux,

authenticity is lost. Signs and simulations soon replace the original. And, as Goldman and

Papson comment, "...in the age of simulation and simulacra, the original þecomes

increasingly unrecognizable."sl As shall be shown, this notion of simulation is key towards

understanding how landscape is represented in advertising. In The Consumer Societv

George Ritzer clarifies Baudrillard's thinking on the idea of simulation:

The concept of simulation makes sense when one looks at it in light of
Baudrillard's thinking on symbolic exchange and the privileging of primitive
society. For example, in primitive society nature is seen as an original and
specific presence which stands in contrast to culture. However, in the
modern world nature has tended to be reduced to something carefully
groomed, managed, policed and tailored to the needs of humans. Nature
in this form is a simulation of what it is in primitive society. lt has become a
sham; simulations can be defined as'sham objects' and it is such objecis
that define our consumer society. They are objects that offer an
abundance of signs that they are real, but in fact they are not. 52

The concept of simulation is central to Baudrillard's analysis of modern consumer culture

and it is readily visible in the way in which landscape is portrayed in advertising imagery. In

his own words, Baudrillard explains the idea of simulation as it relates to nature:

...the 'rediscovery' of Nature, in the form of a countryside trimmed dor¡rn to
the dimensions of a mere sample, surrounded on all sides by the vast
fabric of the city, carefully policed, and served up 'at room temperature' as

s tuio., p. tz
"' Goldman and Papson, p.15

sz Baudrillard, p.12
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parkland, nature reærve or background scenery for second homes, is, in
fact a recycling of nature. That is to say, it is no longer an original, specific
presence at all, standing in symbolic opposition to culture, but a
simulation, a ' consommé' of the signs of nature set back in circulation - in
short nature recycled. 53

Baudrillard writes "To simulate is to feign to have what one doesn't have."sa This idea, as

will be shor¡¡n in the images presented, is a salient point in regards to how landscape is

represented in imagery from advertising. The simulation of landscape in advertising

imagery masks the absence of any real substance to the idea of place. Such images play

at being an appearance but in reality mask nothingness. Fufther, these images often have

no relation to reality whatsoever: in Baudrillard's words they are "pure simufacrum."ss

Taking the concepts of sign value and simulation as guides to understanding how

landscape is represented in advertising imagery, let us now turn to an exploration of the

imagery itself. The related themes of fantasy, misrepresentation and suppression are all

important elements of the analysis and will be explored in turn. To begin our investigation, I

shall explore the ubiquitous automobile advertisement. The image of a truck, car or SUV

framed against a natural background of some sort is familiar to all of us. Whether in

television or in print advertising, automobile advertisements make ample use of landscape

imagery. A quick review of any magazine will reveal images of automobiles perched on

rocky cliffs, driving up mountains, quietly parked in forest clearings or framed against a

brilliantly setting sun. Landscape images provide commodity sign value for the automobile.

Moreover, landscape imagery as a fundamental signifier of authenticity is a common

thread throughout automobile advertising. However, in the process of appropriating

signifiers from nature, automobile adveftisements leave in their wake a hollowed out

version of landscape depleted of any real authenticity. lt is indeed ironic that wfrat these

advertising images remove from landscape - a ænse of authenticity - is what propels the

* rbid., p.1oo-01* Jean Baudrillard. Simulacra and Simulation (The University of Michigan Press: Ann Arbor, 1994),
p.3

s toid., p. o
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advertising industry to look to nature in search of signifiers that will resonate with the

public. lncreasingly, landscape imagery has been appropriated by the advertising industry

in its ceaseless search for authenticity. Automobile advertisements, and travel

advertisements (to be discussed later) are the advertising genres most reflective of this

process. The search for the authentic in nature is one of the primary drivers behind

advertising's appropriation of landscape images. As Goldman and papson explain:

Extending commodity relations and instrumental rationality into all spheres
of society has diminished the social places where authenticity can be
experienced. This has happened because commodity practices reorganize
nature itself. The historical result of organizing nature to support the
commodiÇ system has degraded nature as a space in which signs of the
authentic can be accumulated. As noncommodified, naturál spaces
become scarcer, the sign of nature has_been made a fundamental sìgn of
the authentic or respect for authenticity.so

The first automobile advertisement that l'll investigate - figure 1 - is an advertisement

for Jeep's Grand Cherokee. A stop sign sticks out of a canyon cliff wall. There is no vehicle

in the image and no text with the exceptíon of "Jeep - There's Only One." Asmall line of

text sits below the image providing Jeep's contact information. The viewer is left with the

image itself to draw conclusions about the vehicle. With a sweeping canyon panorama in

the background and a rocky canyon vr¡all in the foreground the image suggests the

grandeur of unspoiled nature. With the insertion of the stop sign into the canyon wall,

however, another narrative enters the image. This narrative suggests Jeep's mastery of

nature. The landscape suddenly ceases to be untamed space and becomes a playground

for human intervention. Nature is under control. In this advertisement Jeep clearly

appropriates meaning from the landscape - the authentic experience of nature - and

attaches it as sign value to its vehicle. Landscape is stripped of meaning - its authenticity

expropriated and re.applied to Jeep's product line.

Honda uses an approach similar to Jeep's in its advertisement for the Honda Odyessy

and CR-V. In figure 2, the advertisement shor¡s a fiery red canyon cliff crowned with two

56 Goldman and Papson, p.156
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Honda vehicles parked on its summit. The text reads "We wanted to display our vehicles

on some of the remotest places on earth. So we had them superímposed into this picture."

Beneath the image and several lines of supporting text reads Honda's advertising

slogan "Adventure Vehicles for the Real Woñd." As in the Jeep advertisement, Honda's

placement of its vehicles at the cliffs summit implies a conquering or mastery of nature.

Landscape is relegated to a commodity providing the space in which Honda's customers

can roam unfettered in their gleaming SUVs. The advertísement's landscape imagery and

Honda's slogan "Adventute Vehicles for the Real Wotld" evoke a sense of the authentic.

The advertisement appropriates the authenticity inherent in nature and recontextualizes it

as sign value for the Honda vehicles. Honda's vehicles, the advertisement's narrative

implies, will allow its customers to have an authent¡c experience of nature while at the

same time retaining mastery over the landscape. The advertisement's irony, however, is

perhaps lost on its creators. As at the same time the advertisement evokes the authentic in

nature it degrades it by its manipulation of the landscape imagery. Landscape is again

relegated to the status of a backdrop for human activities.

In figure 3, Lincoln takes a slightly different approach in an advertisement promoting

the Lincoln Navigator. In its advertising image the vehicle is framed by the last light of a

brifliant sunset. In the image, above the vehicle a single line of text reads "Tread

Luxuriousl¡l'. Playing upon the environmentalist idea to "tread lightly on the earth", Lincoln

twists it around to promote its latest luxury SUV. According to the supporting text belowthe

image it is possible to tread both "lightly and luxuriously' upon the earth while safely

ensconced in the comfort of Lincoln's SUV. This adveftisement contains some imolicit

messages about the natural world. As in the other automobile advertisements discussed,

in this advertisement landscape provides the setting for human pleasure. The Lincoln

Navigator 2000 becomes the vehicle through which we experience nature; however, it is an

experience mediated by the comfort and security of a luxury SUV. lmplicit in this story are

issues of control and domination. ln this narrative, humans have dominion over the natural

world and the landscape is there to be trodden upon.
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The final automobile advertisement that l'll explore is Chevrolet's advertisement for its

Tahoe SUV. ln this advertisement, shown in figure 4, Chevrolet equates the attributes of

the wilderness with the features of its Tahoe SUV. A woman dressed for the outdoors sits

on the edge of a removable seat that is set down in front of a mountain lake. A dramatic

mountain panorama extends out in the background. Above the image a line of text reads

"There's something to be said, for the pristine rivers, the breath-taking views and the

removable split third-row seat." Chevrolet presents the landscape as if it were another

feature of its SUV. This adveftisement suggests that elements of the wilderness - pristine

rivers and breath taking views - are as much a part of the Chevy Tahoe as is the

removable seat. The narrative established implies human mastery over the natural world.

The authentic essence of the landscape - in this case pristine rivers and mountain views -
is rendered into commodiÇ sign value for the Tahoe SUV. ln so doing, landscape is once

again deprived of original meaning and represented merely as an e)dension of our

consumer world.

Similar themes are visible in the way in which landscape is represented in the imagery

throughout automobile advertisements. As demonstrated in the advertisements that I have

explored, the concept of authenticity in nature is perhaps the meaning most commonly

appropriated by the advertisers. Whatever value or meaning the advertisers extract from

nature, they leave behind a nature stripped of its oríginal essence. Landscape is

commodified; its essence appropriated and re.applied to promote automobiles. Narratives

of mastery and control over the natural world are also implicit in these advertisements. The

representations of landscape that we see in these advertisements are simulations of an

original presence. Authenticity is lost and replaced by signs and simulations.

l'll now turn to another form of advertising that shows more evidence of this process:

travel adveÉisements. Prisline nature, a landscape free of human intervention, is a classic

theme that advertisers have commonly incorporated into their messages. The image of

wild nature - an undislurbed place - has been appropriated by advertisers to sell

everythíng from cars to shampoo. In print advertising, travel advertisements make frequent
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use of seemingly undisturbed pr¡stine landscapes to pitch vacation destinations to a rrueary

public looking for a relaxing holiday. As capitalist development separated nature from

everyday life in modern industrial societies, nature has increasingly been represented as a

last remaining haven free from the constraints of modern society.sT As Goldman and

Paoson write:

...nature has been socially reconstructed as a landscape uncorrupted by
civilization, as a space where experiences of intensity, authenticity and
spontaneity can be located. when nature as an experiential realm
disappears and socieÇ is experienced as overrationalized, nature is
transformed into a representation that signifies a realm of freedom
unencumbered by the constraints of civilization. "o

As the exploration of the imagery will make clear, travel advertisements put forward an

idealized representation of nature in their pitch for consumer dollars. These advertisements

also play with elements of fantasy as they present images of landscapes that respond to

the desire for a place uncorrupted by modern life.

Almost as ubiquitous as automobile advertisements are the travel advertisements

extolling the virtues of exotic vacation destinations around the world. The images of perfect

sand beaches, clear blue waters and cascading waterfalls are famíliar to all of us. In these

advertisements beautiful landscapes entice the consumer with notions of freedom, ease,

luxury and authenticiÇ. These images project a vision of pure and untrampled places. In

doing so, however, they commodify the natural world by turning the very elements they are

promoting - purity and authenticity - into commodity sign values for industrial tourism. To

begin our exploration of the travel advertisement l'd like first to look at an advertisement for

the British Virgin lslands. The main image in the advertisement, shorrn in figure 5, depicts

a couple - the woman seated and the man standing - gazing out upon the water. A small

table, set with drinks, and two chairs are placed along the wateds edge in the foreground

while islands rise offshore in the distance. The text along the bottom of the image reads

"To be spoiled on our unspoiled islands, visit bvÌtouristboard.com. The last great

s7 Goldman and Papson, p.156* lbid.
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undiscovercd place. The British Viryin Islands - Naturc's Littte Secrefs."Above the main

image there is a set of three smaller snap shots of island life with the caption underneath

"Mega-views: 3,482. Mega-malls.' 0."This advertisement portrays the British Virgin lslands

as a last haven of undisturbed nature. lt presents an idealized conception of place: a

destination free from the influence of modern society (no mega-malls) wtrere humans can

Sill experience nature ín its wild state. The landscape imagery evokes an idyllic life in

which people can live luxuriously in harmony with nature. The advertisement appropriates

meanings from a seemingly virgin landscape - purity, and authenticiÇ - and re-applies

them to its promotion of the vacation experience. One would never know from the

adveñisement's imagery that in 2000 the British Virgin lslands received an estimated

267,o}o visitors.se The idea of 'the last great undiscovered place" is pure fantasy and the

advertisement's landscape imagery supports this misrepresentation. The landscape - both

its imagery and meaning - have been cleverly manipulated to attract the consumer dollar.

In figure 6, a similar approach is taken in a travel advertisement for Barbados. In the

advertisement, footsteps fade into the distance along a perfect sand beach. p¡stine blue

waters fap along the shore. The text asks 'Drd you ever put one foot ahead of the other

without the slightest notion where you are going?" Below the image the text reads

"Ventu¡e. Bañados. Just beyond your imagination."lrhe representation of the landscape in

the advertisement portrays Barbados as some sort of earthly paradise. The aquamarine

waters, empty beach and luxuriant vegetation suggest an idyllic destination. The

advertisement's text supports this representation by implying that Barbados is an as yet

undislurbed realm. The reality of the situation is, in fact, quite the opposite. In 2000,

Barbados received an eslimated 697,000 tourists and there have been concerns

expressed that the country's carrying capacity for tourism may soon be surpassed.60 ln

light of these facts, how do we interpret the advertisement? The advertisement's creators

have cleverly represented Barbados as something that it is clearly not. The

se The Economist Intelliqence Unit Special Report No. R4SS p.12g

* rbio.
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advertisement's landscape imagery responds to a romanticized conception of nature and

place that has more to do with fantasy than realiÇ. The landscape has been manipulated

to suggest a conception of place that is inaccurate if not entirely false.

The next advertisement that I explore, in figure 7,isa tourist promotion forThailand.

Ëntitfed 'What's Ner¿/'the advertisement extols the country's adventure attractions. "Vlsft

Amazing Thailand, make a trip of unforgettabte experiences and chattenging adventures.

Be trcnspofted into a woñd of discovery...whether by tand or by sea there's an activity for

everyone." The advertisement's text promotes a range of activities in Thailand: "tJttimate

Rock climbing -conquer steep limestone cliffs", "Hiking - Trcmendous Treks,,, "Elephant

Trekking- A jungle adventure from a new perspective", "Deep Diving- Mysterious

encounters under the sea", "Rapid Riding- Batile raging rapids", "sea canoeing- Exptorc

recesses of hidden caves". The advertisement incorporates images of Thailand's natural

diversity into the layout of the page. In promoting Thailand as a destination, the

advertisement uses nature to construct a world of excitement, intensity and adventure. As

Goldman and Papson note, this process is a common theme in travel advertisement

imagery:

Nature, pure and primitive, provides a source of signifiers for appellating
the bourgeoisie...These advertisements piclure beautiful people wl.ro
"thirst for adventure" while they encounter nature's wildness. They master
nature's elements (wind, ocean, surf, desert) and then lean back to take
satisfaction from the off-the.beaten-track beauty they have conquered.
These texts address the young and wannabe bourgeoisie: the gods and
goddesses who find themselves by exploring a pure and untrampled
world."'

ln promoting experiences of adventure and excitement, however, this advertisement

furthers a consumptive approach to the natural world. Thailand's natural features are

presented in commodity fashion. The style and form of the adveftisement could just as

easily be used to sell shoes as it is used to sell a destination. Landscape is commodified;

its value dependent upon the adventure experience it imparts to the intrepid consumer.

61 Goldman and Papson, p.157
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The final travel advertisement - figure I - that l'll explore is an adveftisement for the

international hotel chain RiÞ Carlton's Caribbean destinations. In the advertisement, RiÞ

Carlton entices us with an idyllic representation of place. A couple embrace in a tropical

lagoon. In the background, seemingly uninhabited hills fade away into the distance. Above

the image the text reads '/n the Caribbean there are many aphrodisiacs. Oysúers. Caviar.

Ah" Beneath the image the advertisement reminds us that "You can choose whe¡e you go.

But occasionally, where you go, chooses you. Whether if's the energy and flavor of

Cancun, the tropical splendor of Jamaica, a private oasrs ln St. Thomas or the boundless

hospitality of San Juan, your very own experience is waiting for you." The advertisement's

text and imagery suggest an individualized paradise in waiting for the consumer. The

advertisement's narrative is one of freedom and luxury in undisturbed nature. The

landscape is portrayed in such a way - through the use of a soft focus and muted colors -
as to evoke an idealized conception of nature. lt is these qualities - purity, freedom and

authenticity - associated with nature in a pristine state, that Ritz Carlton then appropriates

to distinguish its destination. The landscape provides commodity sign value for an

international hotel chain trying to create identity and meaning for its resorts. Landscape

and nature are once more placed in the service of commerce.

The way in which landscape is represented in travel advertisement imagery has more

to do with the successful marketing of a destination than with an accurate portrayal of

place. The values and emotions associated with pristine nature - purity, freedom,

excitement, authenticity - are appropriated by the advertisers to sell their destinations to

the consumer. Sophisticated techniques involving a subtle interplay beh¡r¡een text and

image create representations of place that respond to the desire of the modern consumer

for an experience free from the constraints of civilization. Fantasy takes precedence over

reality. I shall nowturn to an exploration of real estate advertisements to see whether some

of these same themes are visible in the way in which place and landscape are

represented.
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Advertisements for real estate commonly incorporate landscape imagery since what

they are selling is, in fact, the landscape itself. Whether these advertisements are

promoting a residence or property, they often use images of the local landscape in their

advertising. Not only do these advertisements clearly indicate how the naiural world has

become jus't another commodity within the capitalist economy, they are also examples of

how the landscape can provide commodity sign value to a particufar development.

Advertisements for individual houses, vacation homes, or country estates frequenfly

appropriate signifiers from the local landscape and use them ín the marketing of their

properties. As will be shovr¡n in the imagery that I shall explore, advertisers use landscape

to impañ two central meanings to their properties: authenticity and distinction.

In figure 9, the first advertisement that I examine is for an "exclusive" condominium in

ldaho. The advertisement's imagery consists of an image of the building beneath two

images of the area's natural attractions. Across the image two lines of text read "Mountain

High- At Play in the West." Beneath the image the advertisement provides further

information on the development pointing out that world class ski slopes are ,,at the

doorstep" and the neighboring "clear blue waters of Lake Pend Oreitte are a sparkting

showcase for water sporfs. " ln the imagery, the landscape is represented as a playground

for human activities. The advertisement attempts to attach an "authentic" experience of

nature - skiing in the "pristine" mountains or sailing in the "spafuting showcase,,that is

Lake Pend Oreille - to the condominium development. The condominiums are presented

to potential buyers as "a congenial mountain home" evoking visions of an idyllic life in

harmony with nature. In this advertisement, as in many other advertisements involving

landscape imagery, meanings and emotions associated with an experience of nature are

lifted out of their context and re'applied to the promotion of a commodity. The landscape is

represented in such a way as to provide a source of authenticity for the condominium

development itself.

In figure 10, the next advertisement that I explore is for an upscale residential

development in Florida. The advertisement is predominantly rich black with some text and
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a small image of the site at the centre of the page. At the top of the advertisement a line of

text reads "A gated sanctuary of lÙGac¡es in historic Wndermere, Florida, for eighty-two

species of birds, eleven types of fish, thifteen varieties of plant life, thirty-one c/asses of

wildlife and a se/ecf few humans seekrng the ultimate refuge." Beneath a small aerial

image of the local landscape, there's the development's golden emblem and its advertising

pitch "The Sanctuary at Lake Butler Sound. Forthe better paft of your life."The overall look

and feel of the advertisement - a field of rich black, a gold emblem and the restrained text

- suggest privilege and wealth. The landscape is represented in such a vì/ay as to support

this idea of distinction. A siveeping aerial image shows the location's isolation from

urbanity. The text, with its references to "a gated sanctuan/', a "rcfuge" and the variety of

plant and animals that live in the area, elicits a sense of distinction and luxury. ln its

representation of place the advertisement presents a picture of Nature as a sort of last

haven from modern life for the privileged few. The landscape is used to evoke a sense of

distinction for those privileged enough (and wealthy enough) to afford the experience at

Lake Butler Sound.

I will now turn to a genre of advertising that I believe may be the most odious form of

representation that I have yet explored. In fact, these particular images that l'll explore

could easily be considered propaganda. I refer to, what has been termed, legitimation

advertising. Robert Goldman and Stephen Papson explain wlrat has prompted the

emergence of this particular form of advertising:

Prompted by the growth of the environmental movement and an
awareness that overconsumption contributes to environmental destruction,
mounting criticism has been directed at advertising. Advertising has
responded by developing what has been known as "green" or
environmental adveftising. By appropriating signifiers from nature and
transforming them into commodity signs, adveftising repositions
"thoughtful" consumption as a solution to encroaching environmental
disasters...environmental marketing relegitimates consumption by
buffering corporate practices from criticism and by alleviating the guilt
associated with overconsumption by creating a distinction behrueen good
consumption and bad consumption.o'

u2 Goldman and Papson, p.188.
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Corporations concerned with mounting criticism about the environmental impacts of their

operations have developed advertisements with environmental messages that aim to

legitimize their activities. In these adveftisements images of the natural world are used to

convince the public of the environmental benefits of corporate activity. These

advertisements illustrate, to a degree like no other form of advertising that I have yet

explored, the misrepresentation of reality and the suppression of information vital for those

concerned about the environment. As will be shown, in these adveftisements landscape is

represented in such a way as to promote the corporate agenda.

The multinational petroleum corporation Chevron has produced a series of print

advertisements that promote the environmental benefits of its energy exploration activities.

I shall investigate one advertisement in particular that concerns Chevron's oil drilling

activities in the Gulf of Mexico. The advertisement, shown in figure 11, consists of a large

image of a marine turtle and tropical fish sryimming across a coral reef. A box of text is

headlined "The Sanctuary That Was Saved'. The remainder of the text presents Chevron's

claim that its drilling activities actually benefit the marine life in the Gulf of Mexico. lt reads

as follows "Over 140 feet down the Gulf of Mexico looks like a desert. Offering marine life

few places with ample shelter and food. But sanctuary comes from a surprising source: oil

platforms. Over time they become thriving habitats for entire populations of sea creatures.

So when certain platforms arc retired, people carefully clean, then place them. Maintaining

an extraotdinary oasis, and an ideal place for nature to call home." In the advertisement

the landscape is portrayed as if in a pristine state. There are no signs of human

intervention in the image just marine life in a seemingly undisturbed environment. The

advertisement, through its representation of the landscape (or marinescape in this case)

and the supporting text, portrays Chevron's oil exploration activities in the Gulf of Mexico

as benign or even beneficial to the environment. The reality of the situation is, however,

quite the opposite. The oil and gas industry has been ideniified as one of the dirtiest and
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most destructive industries on the planet.6'As the Florida Public Interest Research Group

(Florida P.l.R.G.) reports "Offshore drilling and offshore rigs produce substantial "routine"

pollution, including discharging thousands of tons of toxic drilling fluids, cuttings, and

"produced waters" directly to the marine environment."oa Chevron, in particular, has a

terrible environmental track record in the Gulf of Mexico and in other parts of the world

where it operates. In the United States, Chevron has paid more than $70 million U.S. in

fines, settlements, and penalties stemming from environmental violations.65 Florida

P.l.R.G. outlines Chevron's environmental record in the Gulf of Mexico:

Between 1956 and 1995, Chevron-offshore rigs in the Gulf of Mexico have
experienced at least:
. 10 gas blowouts, and an additional 5 blowouts of oil or a combination of
gas, oil and condensate. Several resulted in substantial damage,
including the complete destruction of rigs and equipment and oil spills; one
blowout took over 40 days to bring under control and released 30,000
barrels of oil into the Gulf.
. 65 fires and explosions, of which at least 28 originated from natural gas
or natural gas equipment on the rigs; several fires and explosions, resulted
in fatalities.
. 14 of what the federal government terms "significant pollution incidents,"
and 40 "major accidents," resulting in at least 19 fatalities in addition to
those already noted.
. 5 pipeline breaks or leaks.66

Clearly, the representation of Chevron's activities in the Gulf of Mexico as being benign or

environmentally beneficial are highly inaccurate, if not entirely false. Evoking a pristine

representation of the marine environment, Chevron attempts to deflect criticism of

its activities in the Gulf of Mexico. In this advertisement, the landscape imagery is

manipulated to mislead the public and suppress the actual facts. Landscape, or in this

example, the marine environment, is represented in a pafticular manner that furthers

Chevron's corporate agenda.

ut Athan Manuel. U.S Publlc Interest Research Group. The Dirtv Four: The Case aqainst lettinq BP,
March 2001 o. 3

Mark Ferrulo, Florida Public Interest Research Group Chevron: An Almost Unbelievable Pattern of
Pollution September 1999 p.46 ro¡¿, p.s '

æ toio., p.z
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ln figure 12, Phillips Petroleum employs a similar strategy in an advertisement

concerning its drilling activities on Alaska's North Slope. The advertisement's central image

shows a polar bear and her cub resting on the Arctic tundra. Beneath the image the text

reads "Anyone can get oil out of the North Slope. The trick is to leave everything e/se." At

the top of the advertisement, several lines of text explain Phillips' attempts to protect the

polar bears during its drilling operations. The advertisement reads "Io go deep into the

North Slope where the oil is, you need a lot of heavy equipment and, of course a road to

run it on. So we use the water and ice already the¡e to build one. But long before that we

use infrared technology normally used fo monitor pipelines to look for polar bear dens. And

when we do find them we go elsewherc, leaving mothers and cubs snug in their beds. In

four months the cubs venturc out. The ice road melts. lts spring in Alaska again. And its

like we've never been therc at all." The image of the polar bear cub snugly asleep on the

back of its resting mother, along with the supporting text, suggests that Phillips' oil

exploration activities in the Arctic are relatively unobtrusive and have minimal

environmental impacts upon the local wildlife. The image portrays the landscape of

Alaska's North Slope as being undisturbed by any industrial activity at all. In reality,

however, oil exploration and development activities on Alaska's North Slope has

"permanently altered more than 400 square miles of former pristine wilderness, and there

are more than 1,500 miles of roads and pipelines and thousands of acres of industrial

activities."6T Furthermore, the U.S. Public Interest Research Group repor-ts:

A 1988 Fish and Wildlife Service summary of impacts from oil drilling on
the North Slope found that destruction of habitat has led to more than
15,000 birds killed or displaced, and that an undetermined number of polar
and grizzly bears have been killed as "nuisances" ...68

As one of four energy corporations operating on the North Slope, Phillips Petroleum is in

paft responsible for this situation. In addition to the destruction of habitat and wildlife,

nearly 400 spills occur annually from oil induslry activities in the North Slope oil fields and

iâ1:"" Manuel, p.1o
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the Trans-Alaska Pipeline.ôe Most recently, on April 15, 2001, Phillips Petroleum spilled

more than 92,000 gallons of salt water and crude oil at its Kuparuk oil field on Alaska's

North Slope. to lt is clear, upon an examination of the facis, that the impacts of Phillips'

activities on the Alaskan landscape are far from minimal. As in the Chevron advertisement,

the use of pristine landscape images to suggest othenruise presents a story that is highly

misleading, if not entirely untrue. Once again, with the objective of promoting a corporate

agenda, the landscape is represented and used in such a way as to mislead and

misinform.

ln concluding, we live in a world driven by imagery. This world has been defined,

respectively, as a "global image economy"t' and a "society of the spectacle"72. ln an

increasingly fast-paced world, images are rapidly becoming the principal way that ideas are

communicated for public consumption. As has been discussed, these images transmit

much of how we view the world. Landscape has been represented in imagery from the

earliest periods of human history. As human culture evolved so too has the ability to

represent our surroundings. The manner in which humans chose to represent the

landscape has deeply reflected the way those cultures have viewed the natural world.

From the early cave paintings of Neolithic cultures, to the Taoist landscape paintings of

China, to the paintings of the Hudson River School, representations of landscape have

illustrated human thinking about our relationship with nature. With the emergence of new

technologies that facilitated the creation and reproduction of imagery, the power to

represent the world around us no longer resided exclusively with the fine artist. With the

development of the modern consumer society, the image became a central element of

modern advertising. Advertisers quickly incorporated landscape images into their

advertisements. As various commentators have pointed out, modern advertising is

profoundly reflective of our cultural identity. Fudhermore, modern advertising provides

6s Trustees for Alaska, Anchorage, AK. Oil in America's Arctic:
of Oil Development on Alaska's North Slope http://v'rvwr.trustees.org/FSSpills.htm

'" tbid.

lly::'¡tGuy Debord. The Societv of the Spectacle (Zone Books: Nerrv York, 1995), p.5
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telling insights into how contemporary culture views the world. What then has our

examination about the representation of landscape in modern advertising shown us?

The way in which landscape has been represented in contemporary advertising is

profoundfy shaped by the ideology of consumption. I argue that the manner in which

landscape is represented in advertising is deeply reflective of a larger cultural perspective

towards nature, the landscape and our conception of place. This worldview suggests that

our primary identity is that of a consumer and that the natural world is merely another

commodiÇ within the marketplace. Within the framework of our consumer culture, wl'lere

all of life is potentially a consumer object, landscape is transformed into just another

commodity. The idea of place - denoting a complex interaction of environment, perception

and experience - is simplified and reduced in this process of commodification. Within

contemporary consumer culture, commodities have important sign value: that is they

impart meaning to the consumer experience. As a commodity, landscape's symbolic value

is appropriated by advertisers through a variety of means and used to promote the

consumption of other commodities. The conception of place and the nature of landscape

are manipulated to support a lifestyle of consumption. As I have shown in the analysis of

the advertising imagery, elements of fantasy, misrepresentation and suppression all play a

role in this process. Our culture has entered an era of simulation: we are presented with

the signs of nature but, increasingly, in this process the original is being lost. As nature has

been increasingly removed as a significant element in the everyday experience of most

people in modern western culture, our culture - the "society of the spectacle"T3 substitutes

representations of the natural world for direct experience. Our ideas of place and of the

nature of the world around us are shaped by these representations and as such deserve to

be carefufly scrutinized. As we will see in the next chapter, Places of lmages, the same

values that underlay the representation of landscape in consumer culture are reshaping the

nature of place in the postmodern city.

73 rbid
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Places of lmages



" The contemporary spectator in quest of public urban spaces increasingly must stroll
through recycled and revalued tenitories...city tableaux that have been tumed into
gentrified, historicized, commodified and privatized places. "

Christine Boyer "Cftbs for Sale: Merchandising History at South Sfreef Seaporf" in Variations on a
Theme Park: The New American Citv and the End of Public Space (Michael Sorkin ed. Hill and
Wang: New York, 1992), p. 2M
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As we enter the 21" century, the forces of consumerism have clearly left their mark

upon the landscape of the North American city. In P/aces of lmages, I investigate the

physical manifestation of consumer culture in the postmodern cityscape. I argue that the

same forces that have shaped the representation of landscape, as outlined in /mages of

Place, are at work re'shaping the very nature of the landscape in the postmodern urban

setting. Notth American society is witnessing a re-structuring of urban form within the

postmodern city. Public spaces - once important expressions of collectivity and democracy

- are being increasingly eroded within this emerging urban realm. The ascendancy of

private commercial interests, accompanied by an ideological refabrication of urban life,

characterizes this new city. lncreasingly, this new urbanity advances images and

simulations in place of an authentic urbanity. This emerging urban realm can be viewed as

"places of images" where traditional notions of urbanity have been replaced by a

sophisticated manipulation of the popular imagery of city life. The city as a place of

interaction, participation and diversity is being transformed into a "theme parked" realm of

consumption. I argue that this transformation is an imprinting of our capitalist, consumer

culture upon the cityscape of urban areas across North America. In P/aces of /mages, I will

address these issues and their causes as I examine the mark left by our consumer culture

upon the urban landscape.

The erosion of public space in the North American city provides evidence of the re.

structuring of the urban realm that is taking place within cities across the continent. James

Howard Kunstler argues that public space - what he refers to as the public realm - in

America's cities has been steadily eroded. He writes in The Geoqraphv of Nowhere that

the root cauæ of this process lies in a belief that the landscape was first and foremost a

commodity for capital gain.1 With the ascendancy of free market economics and

accelerating consumerism, this idea has been given renewed prominence in North

American society. In his book Variations on a Theme Park, Michael Sorkin examines the

' James Howard Kunstler. The Geoqraphv of Nowhere: The Rise and Decline of America's Man-
Made Landscape (Simon & Schuster: NewYork, 1998), p.26
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end of public space in the Nofth American city. Sorkin argues ihat consumer culture - what

he refers to as a "new world order bent on a single citizenship of consumption',2 - has

fundamentally transformed the nature of our cities. He writes:

...recent years have seen the emergence of a wholly newkind of city, a
city without a place attached to it. This ageographical city is particulâ¡y
advanced in the United States. lt's visible in clumps of skyscrapers rising
from well-wired fields next to the Interstate; in huge snoppìng mallsl
anchored by their national-chain department stores, and suriouñded by
s1¡/arms of cars; in hermetically sealed atrium hotels cloned from coast tó
coast to coast; in uniform "historic" gentrifications and festive markets; in
the disaggregated sprawl of endless new suburbs without cities; and in the
antenna bristle of a hundred million rooftops from Secaucus to Simi Valley,
in the clouds of satellite dishes pointed at the same geosynchronous bliþ,
all sucking Arsenio and the A-Team out of the ether.3

In Sorkin's view consumer culture has manifested itself in ways that have destroyed the

traditional functions of urbanity. ln place of genuine public spaces that historically have

encouraged community and interaction within the urban realm, our consumer culture has

created places devoid of an authentic urbanity. Not only has consumer culture and its

concomitant systems of economic production and technology destroyed traditional public

spaces in the city, it has also led to an emergence of an entirely new urban form. This new

urban form, argues Sorkin, emphasizes uniformity, security and simulation in place of

authentic public space.o The title of his book, Variations on a Theme park suggests that

contemporary North American cities are akin to the theme park in as much as they involve

the substitution of the fake - the characteristics of the new city - for the authentic - real

public spaces.

How has the present condition of the urban realm in North American cities come

about? Before discussing the processes responsible for the deterioration of public space in

the urban context, we need to first establish a definition of the public realm. In his book

' Michael Sorkin ed. Variations on a Theme Park: The New American Citv and the End of public
SpecC p.xiii
" lbid., p. xi
- lbid.. o. xiii-iv
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Home From Nowhere, James Howard Kunstler uses the terms public space and public

realm interchangeably. He defines the public realm as follows:

The public realm is the connective tissue of our everyday world. lt is made
of those pieces of terrain left between the private holdings. lt exists in the
form of streets, highways, town squares, parks, and even parking lots. lt
includes rural or wilderness landscape: stretches of the seacoast, national
forests, most lakes and rivers, and even the sky. The public realm exists
mainly outdoors because most buildings belong to private individuals or
corporatíons. Exceptions to this are public institutions such as libraries,
museums, zoos, and town halls, which are closed some hours of the day,
and airports and train stations, which may be open around the clock.
some places, while technically private, function as quasi-public realm - for
instance, college campuses, ballparks, reslaurants, theaters, nightclubs,
and, yes, shopping malls, at least the corridors between the private shops.
Their owners retain the right to regulate behaviour within, particularly the
terms of access, and so the distinction must be made that they are only
nominally public. The true public realm then, for the sake of argument, is
that portion of our everyday world which belongs to everybody and to
which everybody ought to have equal access most of the time. The public
realm is therefore a set of real places possessing physical form. 5

For the purposes of this paper, I shall examine the nature of public space within the

urban realm, leaving aside a discussion of what is happening to public spaces outside of

the postmodern city. Kunstler, like Michael Sorkin, argues that the public realm in American

society has been fundamentally degraded and destroyed. While the evidence for his

position is perhaps more visible in the U.S.A, a deterioration of public space is increasingly

evident within Canadian cities. What is responsible for the accelerating deterioration of

public space throughout North America? The ascendancy of free market economics in the

1980s marked the beginning of a process that has subsequently redefined the role of

government in civic life. U.S and Canadian administrations embraced free market

ideologies and implemented deregulation and privatization policies that were to have

significant impacts on public life. As Naomi Klein writes in her book No Loqo:

In Canada under Brian Mulroney, in the U.S under Ronald Reagan and in
Britain under Margaret rhatcher (and in many other parts of the world as
well), corporate taxes were dramatically lowered, a move that eroded the
tax base and gradually starved out the public sector...the political climate

5 James Howard Kunstler. Home From Nowhere: Remakinq Our Evervdav World For the Twenw-
First Centurv (Simon & Schuster: NewYork, 1996), p. 36
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during this time ensured that there was almost no vocabularv to speak
passionately about the value of a non-commercialized public sp'here.u'

Along with free market economics there emerged a hyper acceleration of consumerism

with an accompanying transformation of the role of the citizen into that of a consumer. This

fundamental shift has had a dramatic impact upon how North American society perceives

the common good. As James Howard Kunstler remarks "Consumers, unlike citizens, have

no implicit responsibílities, obligations, or duties to anything larger than their own needs

and desires, certainly not to anything like the common good."7 Kunsller argues that public

spaces are the physical manifestation of the common good.8 Consequently, the weakening

of the common good within North American civic life has been reflected physically in the

deterioration of public spaces. With a decline in concern for the common good,

accompanied by a reduction in the role of government in civic life and an emphasis on

privatization, public spaces in North American cities have been increasingly subject to the

forces of commercialization. The global spread of capitalism - globalization - has also

introduced technologies and new modes of production that have impacted the traditional

form of public spaces in the urban context. In addition to all of these factors, North

America's embrace of an ever-intensifying consumer culture has allowed a commercial

presence to intrude into public spaces hitherto off limits to the commercial message. In the

hyped up consumer era initiated by the free market economic ideologies of the 1980s, the

idea of public space as an important expression of democratic life in the urban context has

been sacrificed.

With the deterioration of public space in North American cities, a new form of urbanity

has arisen. Contemporary urbanity can be characterized by a decline in the quality of the

public realm and by the ascendancy of private, commercial interests. This new city, argues

Michael Sorkin, involves a vision of urbanity that presents uniformity, surveillance and

ó Naomi Klein. No Loqo: Takinq Aim at the Brand Bullies (Vintage Canada: Toronto, 2000),
o. 30.
7 Kunstler. Home From Nowhere: Remakinq Our Evervdav World For the Twentv-First Centurv p. 38
8 lbid.
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control, and simulations as a substitute for a democratic public realm. e Sorkin ouflines the

three salieni characteristics of this new city form: "The first [characteristic] is the dissipation

of all stable relations to local physical and cultural geography, the loosening of ties to any

specific space.tO According to Sorkin, the second characleristic of this new city form is

"...its obsession with "security," with rising levels of manipulation and surveillance over its

citizenry and with a proliferation of new modes of segregat¡on.11 And lasgy, Sorkin

characterizes the new city as " ...a city of simulations, television city, the city as theme

park.12 As will be shown, the new emerging urban form that Michael Sorkin describes

entails a radical transformation in the character of the city. In the traditional city, public

spaces were important expressions of collectivity and democracy. As Sorkin writes ,'The

familiar spaces of traditional cities, the streets and squares, courtyards and parks, are our

great scenes of the civic, visible and accessible, our binding agents."13 As these spaces

are increasingly eroded in the postmodern city, we are losing important elements crucial to

a democratic civic culture. As James Howard Kunstler comments " The common good

demands a public realm in which to dwell. lt can't sustain itself merely in our hearts or

memoríes."1a

As discussed earlier the transformation in the nature of the postmodern city that we are

witnessing throughout North America - most notably visible in the deterioration of

traditional public spaces - has been spurred by economic, political and cultural forces. I

argue that these forces are a manifestation of our capitalist, consumer culture and that they

are fundamentally imprinting their presence upon the cityscape of urban areas across

North America. In the same way that the representation of landscape, as examined in

Images of Place, reflecl the "concerns of the day"tt so too can the postmodern cityscape

'Sorkin p.xv

'o toio , p.xiii
" lbid.. o.xivt'¡¡i0., 
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be seen as "texts written in the language of the concrete-views made apparent." tu In his

essay "The American ldeology of Space", Leo Max writes that the overall direction in the

treatment of the American landscape has been heavily influenced by market forces and a

commodification of the environment.lT I argue that, fueled by a rapidly globalizing capitalist

system, this process is accelerating throughout both Canada and the United States. The

juggernaut of modern capitalism, along with the accompanying consumer culture that it has

created, is increasingly re'shaping the nature of our cities in ways that clearly reflect its

dominance as the prevailing ideology of North American society. As Sharon Zukin writes in

Landscapes of Power:

New architecture and urban forms are...produced under nearly the same
social conditions as consumer products. They increasingly follow similar
patterns of both standardization and market differentiation...it has become
practically impossible to separate the perception of urban form from the
effects of internationalized investment, production and consumption. 18

To comprehend the imprint of our capitalist, consumer culture upon the urban landscape

we need to look closely at what is happeníng to the urban realm and, most notably, to

understand how public spaces are being transformed in this process. We also need to

interpret the underlying messages that are implicit within the forms of this new modern

urbanity as these messages are clearly reflective of the core values of consumer culture.

Michael Sorkin's analysis of the new city provides a ready framework for this discussion.

Ageographia, the 'placeless' place, the replacement of diversity and particularity with a

uniform sameness, is increasingly the condition of urban centers in the United States and

Canada. As Sorkin writes:

The new city replaces the anomaly and delight of such places [the
traditional cityl with a universal particular, a generic urbanism inflected
only by applique...This "place" is fully ageographic: it can be inserted
equally in an open field or in the heart of town...Obsessed with the point of
production and the point of sale, the new city is little more than a sruarm of

t6 lbid.. o.121
r7 Leo ÍViax. "The American tdeology of Space" in Denatured Visions: Landscape and Culture in the
Twentieth Centurv Stuart Wrede and William Howard Adams eds (New York: The Museum of
Modern Art, 1991), p .74
'o Sharon Zukin. Landscapes of Power: From Detroit to Disnev World (University of California Press:
Berkeley, 1991), p.43
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urban b¡ts jettisoning a physical view of the whole, sacrificinq the idea of
the city as the site of community and human connection.le -

With the global spread of capitalism and accompanying consumer culture the 'placeless'

place is evident in urban centers the world over. Sharon Zukin, writing about the effect that

these processes have had upon the American landscape observes " [the] American

landscape is a series of unbounded spaces where mass production and mass

consumption reproduce a standardized, quasi-global culture. lt takes an effort of

imagination to distinguish among the "non-place places" in such a landscape."20 Michael

Sorkin points to the uniformity of modern urban centers in North America as a

consequence of ' globalized capital, electronic means of production, and uniform mass

culture."2r Global capital and its concomitant systems of production and technology require

standardization and uniformity in order to maximize efficiency and return. At the same time,

consumer culture necessitates similar forms in wlrich to manifest itself all over the globe.

The corporate franchises and chain stores which dot the urban landscape worldwide

clearly exemplify the standardization and uniformity demanded by a globalizing capitalist

system (figure 13). As Zukin notes " McDonald's and Benetton epitomize the connections

between international urban form and internationalized production and consumption. Their

shops are ubiquitous in cities around the world..."" In h¡s book The Seduction of place.

Joseph Ryktv'ert writes about the effect that these processes have had upon traditional

public meeting places in the postmodern city. He comments:

Many of the restaurants and bars have by now been turned into nearly
identical fast-food franchises...which are distinguishable from each other
by only their shrill trademarks and adveftising, and are designed for quick
turnover and takeaway...The homogenized nature of the fast-food
franchises means that their ouflets can never be site.specific, nor can they
offer alluring points of reference, since only the abstraction of their logoi
marks them. As in most of the institutions of late capitalism, unvaried

le Sorkin. p.xiii
" Zukin, p.2O
" Sorkin, p.xiii
" Zukin, p.2O
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Figure î3: Standardization and uniformity in the capitalist landscape photos: by author
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repetitions convey ihe message that space has been standardized, that its
inflections and associations have been ironed out..."

Before examining the nature of the urban forms that are emerging out of our capitalist,

consumer culture, the term 'place' needs to be defined as it is central to the discussion.

The concept of place has a variety of different connotations. My usage of the term is based

upon Lucy Lippard's approach to the idea, as outlined in her book The Lure oJ the Local.

She defines place in the following terms:

Inherent in the local is the concept of place a portion of
land/tor¡vn/cityscape seen from the inside, the resonance of a specific
location that is knotrvn and familiar. Most often place applies to our "local" -
entwined with personal memory, known or unknown histories, marks made
in the land that provoke and evoke. Place is latitudinal and longitudinal
within the map of a person's life. lt is temporal and spatial, personal and
political. A layered location replete with human histories and memories,
place has width as well as depth. It is about connections, wfiat surrounds
it, what formed it, what happened there, wfrat will happen there.2a

Place has both psychological and social ramifications. lt not only refers to a physical

setting but also to the complex relatíonship between people and their surroundings in a

particular location. The idea of 'placelessness', then, evokes a sense of emptiness; a void

in the relationship between people and their particular environment. As Lippard writes:

"Someplace" is what we are looking for. "No place" is where these
elements are unknown or invisible, but in fact every place has them,
although some are being buried beneath the asphalt of the monoculture,
the "geography of nowlrere." "Placelessness," then, may simply be place
ignored, unseen, or unknown."'"

As Michael Sorkin has made clear, the postmodern city is increasingly characterized by the

emergence of places that have very little real connection to the local setting (figure 14). He

refers to this new kind of ciÇ as "a city without a place attached to it."26 Public spaces

- Joseph Rykvrtert. The Seduction of Place: The Citv in the Twentv-First Centurv
NewYork,2000), p.133
'" Lucy Lippard. The Lure of the Local: Senses of place in a multicentered societv
New York, 1997), p.7
25 lbid., p. 9

26 Sorkin, p. xi

(Pantheon Books:

(The New Press:
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Figune '14:A Landscape of Placelessness: Commercial and residential landscapes in the
postmodern city. photos: by author
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which have traditionally imparted identity, character, nuance and history to the city are

being eliminated by the homogenizing forces of production and consumption. These

spaces are being replaced by the 'placeless' places of the new city manifest in its shopping

malls, suburbs, emerging edge cities and electronic cultural space.

The shopping mall is perhaps the quintessential landscape of consumption. As

Margaret Crawford notes in her essay " The Woñd in a Shopping Mall"whether in the form

of the ubiquitous suburban neíghborhood mall or the megamall, "the message conveyed is

the same - a repeated imperative to consume."27 In the North American city the shopping

mall has increasingly assumed the role of the traditional city square. Although the

shopping mall cloaks itself with signifiers from city life in order to create the illusion of

public space, the mall remains essentially a private realm of consumption (figure 15). As

Jon Goss comments in his essay "The Magic of the Mall":

The shopping center appears to be everything that it is not. lt contrives to
be a public, civic place even though it is private and run for profit; it offers
a place to commune and retreat, while it seeks retail dollars; and it
borrows signs of other p^laces and times to obscure its rootedness in
contemporary capital ism."

Shopping malls have replaced the traditional public spaces of the city as the center of

public life in the modern urban context. As James Howard Kunsfler writes:

The mall commercialized the public realm...What had existed before in an
organic state as Main Street, downtown shopping districts, town squares,
hotel lobbies, public gardens, saloons, museums, churches, was now
standardized, simplified, sanitized,^^packaged and relocated on the
suburban fringe in the form of a mall."

The traditional functions of public spaces are, however, inconsistent with the essentially

private domain of the shopping mall. Activities fundamental to political expression but

'' Margaret Crawford "The World in a Shopping Malf'in Variations on a Theme park: The Nsry
åmeric.an CiW and the Michael Sorkin ed., p. 11
'o Jon Goss "The'Magic of the Mall: An Analysis of Form, Function, and Meaning in the
Contemporary Retail Built Form" in Undoinq Place?: A Geoqraphical Reader ed. Linda McDowell
(John Wiley & Sons: New York, 1997), p .278

2e Kunstler. The Geoqraphv of Nowhere p. 119.
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Figure l5: The Shopping Mall: Although it cloaks itself with signifiers from city life (ex. the
town square cfock) in order to create the illusion of public space, the mall remains essentially

a private realm (ex. the video camera) of consumption. photos: by author
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deemed detrimental to consumption, such as handbilling, picketing and demonslrations,

are banned within the mall's private realm. Despite a facade of authentic urbanity, the

shopping mall is not open to the range of activities or people consistent with public space.

As Goss writes:

The idealized public slreet is a relatively democratic space with all citizens
enjoying access, with participatory entertainment and opportunities for
social mixing, and the shopping center re.presents a similarly liberalvision
of consumption, in which credit-card citizenship allows all to buy an identity
and vicariously experience preferred lifestyles, without principles of
exclusion based on accumulated wealth or cultural capital. lt is however, a
slrongly bounded or purified social space that excludes a significant
minority of the population and so protects patrons from the moral
confusion that a confrontation with social difference might provoke.
Suburban malls, in particular, are essentially spaces for white middle
classes.30

The shopping mall is exclusionary; despite its attempts to present itself as a community

space it remains fundamentally " a celebration of consumption." 31 As such, it can never

fully replace the role played by traditional urban public spaces as an important expression

of collectivity and democracy. A ubiquitous preænce in the North American urban

landscape, the shopping mall is illustrative of the ageographia and uniformity demanded by

our capitalist consumer culture. To disguise its fundamental 'placelessness', the mall

employs clever devices to evoke identity and meaning from other times and other places.

Despite presenting itself as an authentic place - through sophisticated planning and design

- the shopping mall remains an artifact of consumer culture. As Jon Goss notes " lt [the

shopping malll is a representation of space masquerading as a representational space;

that is, a space conceptualized, planned scientifically and realized through strict technical

control, pretending to be a space imaginatively created by its inhabitants."32

30 Goss, p.272
" Pamela Shurmer-Smith and Kevin Hannam. Worlds of Desire, Realms of Power: A cultural
gSgSIApby (Edward Arnold: London, 1 994), p.1 90.
"Goss, p.278.
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The suburb, well established in North American life since the 1950s, perhaps reflects

to a degree unlike no other feature of North America ciÇ life the idea of the 'placeless'

place. The physical setting, described by James Howard Kunstler as a "...cartoon

landscape of car-clogged highways, strip malls, tracl houses, franchise fry pits, [and]

parking lots..."33 characterizes much of suburbia in both Canada and the United States.

Increasingly, its homogeneity makes one suburb indistinguishable from another (figure 16).

Kunstler writes that suburbia is "...an idea of a place rather than a place. The way you can

tell is because so many places in this country seem like no place in particular..."3a Lucy

Lippard, commenting on the homogeneity of suburbia, writes "The loss of contrast, of

different histories, settlement patterns, and cultural markers results in undifferentiated

sprawl and a supremely disorienting landscape..."35 The homogeneity of the suburban

landscape expresses in built form the drive towards uniformity and standardization inherent

in capitalist economic forces. Sharon Zukin notes that the emergence of the suburban

landscape was closely tied to the workings of the consumer economy. She writes:

...opening the suburbs to massive residential development spatially
defined a new market culture. Suburbia's socio-spatial patterns typically
anchored in place the ma¡ket arrangements of the poshruar period.
Moreover, mass suburbanization offered a macroeconomíc solution to
pre\ ¡ar problems of underconsumption. Buying a house, at least one car,
and domestic equipment integrated households into a national landscape
of mass production and consumption.3o

The suburbs developed, in effect, as a consumer landscape. As David Harvey remarks in

The Urbanization of Capital "...suburbanization is actively produced because it sustains an

effective demand for products..."37 Harvey adds "We can thus interpret the preference for

" Kunstler, Home From Nowhere o. 17

'o lb¡d., p.17-'
35 Lippard, p. 231
'o Zukin, p. 140.
'' David Harvey. The Urbanization of Capital (Oxford: Blackwell Ltd, 1985), p. 122
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source: Peter Blake. God's Own Junkyard: The Planned Deterioration of America's LandscaPe
Holt, Rinehart and Winston: New York, 1964.

Figure l6: Suburbia: A homogenous consumer landscape.
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suburban living as a created myth, arising out of possessive individualism, nurtured by the

ad-man and forced by the logic of capitalist accumulation."tu Commenting on the origins of

the suburb, Kunsller notes "From its inception the chief characteristic of the American

suburb was not of an organically real town, nor a civic place, but a place of fantasy and

escape."ts The suburbs, referred to by Leo Max as "...a simulacrum of genteel rusticity",

reflect a consumer ethos of individualism and detachment from social responsibility.4o As

Kunstler notes "...the motive force behind suburbia has been the exaltation of privacy and

the elimination of the public realm."a1 The end result of surbanization has been " a

sprawling dormitory landscape of detached and privately owned homes, a culturally

homogenous and "consumerist" suburbia...".o'Since it inception in postwar America, the

suburb has continued to remain "the homogenized mass-cultural image of howwe should

live."a3

The continued growth of the suburbs has been accompanied in the last two decades

by the development of a new kind of settlement pattern along the suburban perimeters of

large urban centers. Referred to as the edge or outer city, this emerging form is most

visible along the outer perimeter of large American cities.a Just as post war economics

stimulated the development of the suburbs, so too have new developments in capitalist

economics led to the emergence of the edge cities. Globalization, technological

development and economic re-structuring have facilitated the move of economic activities

out of the ciÇ's core and into the ciÇ's periphery.os As Edward Soja writes:

Deindustrialism has emptied out many of the largesl urban-industrial
zones ...while postfordist reindustrialization has concentrated hiqh-

38 lbid.
3e Kunstler. Home From Nowhere p. 32
oo LæMarx.-;ñMriããnlãoiogy of Space" in Denatured Visions. Landscape and Culture in the
Twentieth Centurv. p .74-75.
ar Kunstler, The Geoqraphv of Nowhere p. 189.
a2 Edward WS. (Malden, Mass: Blacla¡¡ell
Pubf ishers Inc., 2000), p.24O.
" Lippard, p. 231* Leo Max- "The American tdeology of Space" in. Denatured Visions: Landscape and Culture in the
Twentieth Centurv, p .75
o5 Saki Sassen. "Cfibs in the Global Economf'in Open Citv John Knechtel ed. (House of Anansi
Press Ltd: Concord, Ontario), p. 172
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technology industries in new industrial spaces far from the old downtor¡¡ns.
These "greenfield" sites, the urban equivalent of Newly Industrialized
Countries (NlCs) in the global economy, are not just satellites but have
become distinctive cities ãnd gravitational nodes in their own right.a6

These newly emerging edge cities are indicative of the changing form of the capitalist

cityscape. Not only are they reflective of a re.structuring of the capitalist economic system,

they also embody the consumer lifestyle. As Soja observes "The most successful have

spawned and sustained the mall-centered hives of consumerism that are the popular

hallmarks of the postfordist, postmetroplitan Outer City." ai

Like the suburbs, the edge cities are distinguished by a ubiquitous 'placelessness'.

Edward Soja refers to the edge city as exopolis "the city without, to stress their oxymoronic

ambiguity, their city-full non-city-ness."ou The pattern of settlement characteristic of the

edge cities emphasizes individuality over any senæ of community. As Leo Marx writes

"The prevailing mindset here is privatism, with its atomized anti-city cultural life centering

upon "family values' a reliance upon the electronic media, chiefly television, for contact

beyond the family...The prevailing political ethos seems to be antiliberal, antigovernment

"interference" or "regulation", or, in short, Reaganism."4e Like suburbia, the edge cities are

a consequence of capitalist market forces. The form of these emerging centers, described

by Edward Soja as "amorphous replacements of suburbia"5O, runs counter to traditional

notions of urbanity that fostered community and interaction. As in the suburbs, public

spaces are downplayed, if not sacrificed entirely, in favour of a decentralized, non-

communal pattern of settlement.

Electronic cultural space - television and the internet most notably - are increasingly

replacing traditional public spaces as a medium for interaction between individuals and

communities (figure 17). These electronic 'places' substitute for those rapidly dwindling

_ol So;a Postmetropolis p. 242o'wia
Æ Edward W. Soja "lnside Exopolis: Scenes from Orange Countf' in Variations on a Theme Park:
The New American Citv and the End of Public Space Michael Sorkin ed., p. 95

tr/tarx-oJos Soja. Èostmetropolis p. 242
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publ¡c spaces that once allowed for interaction, debate and participation. James Howard

Kunstler notes that in suburbia, in the absence of real public spaces, television has

emerged as the public realm for children.sl Michael Sorkin writes that the ageographia of

the new city is as much reflected in its built forms as it is in its embrace of the electronic

cultural realm manifesl in "the antenna bristle of a hundred million rooftops" and in ,'the

clouds of satellite dishes."s2 Dominated by a homogenous popular culture, electronic

cultural space is reflective of the 'placelessness' so characteristic of the new city. Rather

than promoting diversity and a range of expression, the electronic cultural realm

television in pafticular - reinforces the hegemony of a globalizing consumer culture. private

commercial forces threaten to limit expression within electronic cultural space. As Lucy

Lippard observes, the 'places' of the electronic cultural realm are subject to a control and

scrutiny not consistent with traditional public spaces. She writes:

ls the world wide web a place? And if so, is it public or private? what
about all those "home pages' where the "visitors' are avidly courted and
counted? Such intangible "places" are all the more susceptible to control-
for example, the ongoing, but losing, struggle for public control of public-
access TV. Stanley Aronowitz has suggested that talk radio is the new
public space, but it too is firmly controlled: dissenting callers are screened
or jeered off the air. ln a real public space you can debate and
communicate with those on the soapboxes. There are no "moderators',
except for what unspoken custom and courtesy are 1eft.53

The electronic cultural realm provides a poor substitute for those real public spaces that

were fundamental to a democratic civic culture in the traditional urban center. As Trevor

Boddy points out "The rapidly evolving cultural space of television, computers, and the new

communication technologies will never replace the information and economic system which

is the vital public slreet."5a

51 Kunstler. Home from Nowhere o. 55
52 Sorkin, p x
- Lippard, p. 248* Trevor Boddy "Underground and Overhead: Building the Analagous Citt/'in Variations on a
Theme Park: The Nqru American Citv and the End of Public Space Michael SorXin eO. p. tSt
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One of the mosl characteris-tic features of the postmodern city is, as Michael Sorkin

points out, its ubiquitous'placelessness' or ageographia. The shopping mall, the suburb,

the emerging edge cities and the realm of electronic cultural space are all illustrative of the

ageographia so commonplace in the modern urban context. I argue that the ageographia

so characteristic of the postmodern city is deeply reflective of the imprint of our capitalist,

consumer culture upon modern urbanity. The erosion of public spaces and a diminishing

sense of place in the postmodern city can be tied to the impact of the homogenizing and

privatizing forces of contemporary consumer culture. The intrusion of private commercial

forces into the city's public realm has had another consequence: an increasing obsession

with security in the postmodern city.

The privatization that has srrrept through civic life in both Canada and the United States

is increasingly manifesting itself in the cityscapes of North America. The embrace of free

market economics and neo-liberalism - foundations of our modern capitalist, consumer

society - has emphasized privatism and exclusion within the postmodern city. The

unavoidable consequence of this process has been an aggressive expansion of security

measures in the city (figure 18). Michael Sorkin writes that the obsession with security is

one of the salient characteristics of the new city. He notes that the postmodern city is

increasingly marked by " rising levels of manipulation and surveillance over its citizenry

and...[by] a proliferation of new modes of segregation."s5 Edward Soja writes that the

postmodern cityscape has "become filled with many different kinds of protected and

fortified spaces, islands of enclosure and anticipated protection against the real and

imagined dangers of daily life."56 While these measures are most highly developed in large

American urban centers, they are rapidly becoming more visible in cities across North

America. The gated community, for example, once non-existent in the cityscape of large

Canadian centers is now a feature of Canada's urban landscape. The postmodern city's

* Sorkin, p. xiii* So¡a. Postmetropolis: Critical Studies of Citiqs and Reqions. p. 299



Figure l8: Manifestations of security: Surveillance, segregation and exclusion in the new city.
photos: by author
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obsession with security is visible in the measures designed to monitor and segregate the

population. As Sorkin writes:

The methods are both technological and physical. The former consist of
invasive policing technologies - domesticated versions of the "electronic
battlefield" - and a growing multitude of daily connections to the computer
grid, ranging from encounters with the automated teller to the full-blown
regulatory environment of the electronic workplace. The physical means
are equally varied: parallel, middle'class suburban cities growing on the
fringes of old centers abandoned to the poor; enclaved communities for
the rich; gentrification; the globe'girdling cocoon that envelops the
business traveler as he or she encounters the same airport, hotel, and
office building from Denver to Dubai; the lacework of overhead and
underground circulation systems imposed in Minneapolis or Edmonton to
permit shoppers and office workers to circulate in climate.regulated
security through threatening urban territory.sT

Trevor Boddy argues that these measures, the pedestrian networks in particular, are not

only mechanisms of security, but are also reflective of a larger social agenda which is

changing the very nature of the city. He writes "There is ample reason to suppose the new

downtowns of tunnels and bridges have specific urban and social agendas...they

accelerate a stratification of race and class, and paradoxically degrade the very conditions

they supposedly remedy - the amenity, safety and environmental conditions of the public

rgalm."58

Mike Davis has written extensively about the increasing focus on security within the

postmodern city. Davis argues that the drive to secure the city sacrifices the very idea of

accessible public space. He writes:

The universal and consequence of the crusade to secure the ciÇ is the
destruction of any truly democratic urban space. The American city is
being systematically turned inward. The "public" spaces of the new
megaslructures and supermalls have supplanted traditional streets and
disciplined their spontaneity. Inside malls, office centers, and cultural
complexes, public activities are so¡ted into strictly functional compartments
under the gaze of private police forces. This architectural privatization of
the physical public sphere, moreover, is complemented by a parallel

s7 Sorkin. p.xiv
s Trevor Boddy "IJnderground and Overhead: Building the Analagous Cih/'in Variations on a
Theme Park: The New American Citv and the End of Public Space p. 124.
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restructuring of electronic space, as heavily policed pay-access databases
and subscription cable services expropriate the invisible agora. 5,

As Davis writes, the focus on security in the modern urban context is inextricably bound up

with issues of public space and privatization. He argues that the end result of this process

has been the destruction of earlier ideals of public space. Davis comments "ln either guise,

architectural or electronic, this polarization marks the decline of urban liberalism, and with it

the end of what might be called the Olmstedian vision of public space..."60 Writing about

Los Angeles, Davis describes a re.developed dorarntovrn district shaped by an emphasis

on security: " The new Downtown is designed to ensure a seamless continuum of

middleclass work, consumption, and recreation, insulated from the city's "unsavoury"

streets. Ramparts and battlements, reflective glass and elevated pedways, are tropes in an

architectural language warning off the underclass Other." 61 Although Davis writes about

Los Angeles in particular, his analysis is applicable to urban centers across the continent.

As Edward Soja commenis, Davis' writings make "...the harsh particularities of the Los

Angeles case relevant to a more general and comprehensive understanding of

contemporary urban life everywhere."62

As has been discussed the postmodern city is characterized by ageographia and an

increasing emphasis on security and control. Lost in the emergence of this new urbanity

has been the idea of the public realm. Battered by ideological, political, economic and

cultural forces, the notion of public space as a democratic binding agent for civic life in the

postmodern city is being los1. ln its place, the postmodern city re.presents itself through

sophisticated allusions to times pasl and to other places. As Michael Sorkin comments

"this new realm is a city of simulations, television city, the city as theme park."63 This new

urban realm involves a "restructuring of the urban imaginary, our situated and city centric

5e Mike Davis " Forfress Los Angeles: The Mititarization of lJrban Space'' in Variations on a Theme
Park: The NewAmerican citv and the End of Michael sorxin eo. p. tse
-æ 

urid" p:ôl-
"' lbid.. o. 159
ut so¡a. Þostmetropolis: Critical Studies of Cities and Reqions. p. 302.

æ Sorkin, p.xiv
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consciousness" as it skillfully manipulates popular images of cityspace to create meaning

and order.6a Playing upon our cognitive mappings of urban reality, the new city is

emerging as "a new urban hyperspace of invisible cities, postmodern urbanism, electronic

webs, virtual communities, nowhere geographies, computer-generated artificial worlds,

Cybercities, Sim-cities, Cities of Bits."6s Edward Soja addresses this blurring of the

boundaries between the "real" and the "imagined" that is ingrained within the emerging

form of the new city. He vwites:

Involved in almost every aspect of the changing urban imaginary has been
the realization that it has become more difficult than ever before to tell the
difference between what is realand what is imagined, what can reliably be
identified as fact as opposed to what must clearly be labeled fiction... we
are increasingly immersed in a sea of "real-fakes" and "absolutely fake
cities," reconstructed fantasy worlds that are "more real than reality."
Whole new cyber-worlds are being created out of "virtual reality" and
"aftificial intelligence" and "digital community." Foreign policy, political
campaigns, controversial court cases, even wars are being conducted with
increasing attention to public and private imagery, vicarious impressions of
what is happening as opposed to accurate knowledge of the actual facts.o"

Jean Baudrillard has written extensively about the replacement of the "real" world by

simulated representations or images. Everyday living, Baudrillard claims, has become

permeated with an unending sequence of simulacra where exact copies or representations

of reality substitute for real life itself. He claims that the highest expression of this process

can be seen in the cities of southern California.6T Writing about the edge city of Orange

County, what he refers to as the Exopolis, Edward Soja obserues:

The Exoplis itself is a simulacrum: an exact copy of a city that has never
existed. And it is being copied over and over again all over the place. At its
best, the Exopolis is infinitely enchanting; at its worst it transforms our
cities and our lives into spin-doctored "scamscapes," places where the real
and the imagined, fact and fiction, become spectacularly confused,
impossible to tell apart. In many ways, Orange County is the paradigmatic
Exopolis, a simulated county-city-state of mind that is infused with and

I So.¡a. Postmetropolis: Critical Studies of Cities and Reqions. p.324* lbid.

ll toio., p. azs
o' Jean Baudrillard. Simulacra and Simulation (The University of Michigan Press: Ann Arbor, 1994 ),
p.13.
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diffuses ever-encompassing ideological hyperrealities such as "small
government is good government," "the taxpayers' revolt," "the magic of the
market," "electronic democracy," "the end of history," "triumph of
capitalism." 68

The new city ís increasingly advancing simulations as replacements for what is being lost

in the new urbanity (figure 19). This realm of simulations is apparent in the city's many

urban forms. As Trevor Boddv notes:

The controlled simulation of urban life extends to instant suburban "town
centers," refashioned metropolitan civic centers, and the ersatz visuals
and activities of far too many historic districts. In all these cases, the
messy vitality of the metropolitan condition, with its unpredictable
intermingling of classes, races and social and cultural forms i.s rejected, to
be re.ptaced by a filtered, prettified, homogenous substitute.o'

As Soja comments the city is being recomposed into "divertingly packaged hyperreal

worlds of simulated cultures, urban communities, lifestyles and consumer preferences."T0

This process - a kind of "disneyfication" of city life - is what prompted Michael Sorkin to title

his þook about the American city, Variations on a Theme Park. Commenting on the impact

of "disneyfication" upon urban life, Edward Soja draws parallels between an experience in

Disneyland and how citizens of the theme.parked city choose a place of residence:

They choose, [the resídents] if they can afford to, a symbolic site that
simulates a particular theme or site'image package [figure 20]. Searching
for a place to live and to participate in the creation of community
increasingly mimics a visit to Disneyland, where one can choose to enter
Fantasyland, Adve¡tureland, Frontierland, Tomorrow,land, Toon Town; or
to Disney World... 71

The simulated urbanism that arises from the theme'parking of urban life is visible in a host

of urban features, but most notably in its architecture. As Sorkin writes:

æ Edward W. Soja. Thirdspace: Journevs to Los Anqeles and Other Real-and-lmaqined Places
(Blackwell Publishers Inc. Cambridge, Mass., 1996), p.19.
òn Tr.uo, Boddy "tJnderground andbverhead: Buitdiig the Analagous Citf'in Variations on a

Michael Sorkin ed.. o. 126
'" Soja. Postmetropolis: Critical Studies of Cities and Reqions. p. 341
7t sorr¡n. pxiv-xv
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FigUfe 19: Simulation: A manufactured indoor tropical environment substitutes for the removal

of nature from muçh of everyday urban life.
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FigUre 20: The Site.lmage Package: A residential development along the intersection of two

busy suburban streets is pãckaged ãs "River Run" desp'rte being located nowhere near a river'

Photos: bY author
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This is nowhere more visible than in its architecture, in buildings that rely
for their authority on images drawn from history, from a spuriously
appropriated past that substitutes for a more exigent and examined
present...Here is urban reneu¡al with a sinister twist, an architecture of
deception which, in its happy-face familiarity, constantly distances itself
from the most fundamental realities. The architecture of this ciÇ is almosl
purely semiotic, playing the game of grafted signification, or generic
modernity, such design is based in the same calculus as advertising, the
idea of pure imageability, oblivious to the real needs and traditions of
those who inhabit it."

The theme.parked city involves a fundamental re.structuring of the urban realm. As the

traditional notions of urbanity are laid waste by the simulations and manipulations of the

new city, what is being lost ís increasingly coming to the attention of critical observers. ln

his book Postmetropolis, Edward Soja quotes humanities professor Thomas Bender's

commentary about the impact of the theme.parked city - City L/e - upon the historical city.

Bender observes:

As we approach the end of both a century and a millennium, a century of
cities in the United States and a millennium of cities in the West, those of
us who love the historical ciÇ wonder whether it will sulive into the next
era of American life...lt seems as if our best middle'class vision of the city
today is that of an entertainment zone - a place to visit, a place to shop; it
is no more than a live-in theme park...This amounts to Urbanism Lite. This
new urban recipe is insidious, for it pretends to offer what it is not. Such
psuedo-city culture offers scenes of city life, not the city itself. The CiÇ Lite
is safe, orderly, simplified...Advocates of City Lite reject the gifts of the
historic city: juxtaposition of peoples and events, engagement with and
recognition of the unfamiliar, the risk of understanding and the excitement
of invention. The City Lite is a place of easy entertainment...lt devotes
itself to consumption, not creativity...Life in the City Lite reveals no
passage of time, no history. The City Lite does not age; it is consumed and
replaced. lt is any time and any place - it no longer holds culture nor
provides an orientation to past and present for its residents.T3

The city as a theme park: this has increasingly been the response of urban planners,

developers and politicians to the demise of a genuine public realm in the postmodern city.

As Sharon Zukin notes:

Their blueprint for growth is often limited to constructing a microcosm of
the past or a panorama of the future, and presenting this landscape by
techniques of historic preservation or futuristic new construction that are

" rbid.
73 Soja. Postmetropolis: Critical Studies of Cities and Reqions. p.247
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completely detached from specific places. Without a specific social and
material conteX, the organizing principle in these landscapes is simply a
visual theme.

While this trend is most apparent in the large urban metropolitan centers of the United

States, the pattern is becoming characteristic of urban development around the world.75 A

consumerist lifestyle suppofted by a sophisticated manipulation of popular images of urban

life is being held up as a substitute for traditional urbanity. The ihemed-parked city

decontextualizes past and future as it turns the cityscape into a landscape of consumption.

This new city represents an ideological refabrication of urban life that reflects the

dominance of capitalist, consumer culture (figure 21). As Michael Sorkin concludes, the

manipulation and simulation inherent in the theme.parked ciÇ presents a challenge not

only to the traditional notions of urbanity but to democracy itself. He writes:

The theme park presents its happy regulated vision of pleasure - all those
artfully hoodwinking forms - as a substitute for the democratic public
realm, and it does so appealingly by stripping troubled urbanity of its sting,
of the presence of the poor, of crime, of dirt or work. In the "public", spaces
of the theme park or the shopping q^all, speech itself is restricted: there
are no demonstrations in Disneyland."

ln concluding, the postmodern city is being re.shaped by consumer culture. This

transformation is most visible in the erosion of public spaces in the urban realm. The

ascendancy of free market economics and neo-liberal ideology - fundamentals of our

capitalist, consumer culture - has had dramatic impacts upon civic life in both Canada and

the United States. As a result of this process, there has been a general weakening of the

common good within North American civic life. Public spaces - the physical manifestation

of the common good - have been steadily deteriorated and increasingly vulnerable to the

forces of commercialization. A globalizing capitalist system, supported by an accelerating

consumer culture, is bringing powerful privatizing forces to bear upon the cityscape of

ru Zukin. Landscapes of Power p. 20.
75 Sorkin. ".xt76 lbid., p.'xv
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Figure 21: A Cityscape of Consumption: The new city of perpetual shopping.
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North American cities. Increasingly, public spaces are being lost as a consequence and

replaced by the urban forms of a new emerging city.

I argue that the characteristics of the emerging urban realm are profoundly reflective of

our capitalist, consumer culture. This new city involves an ascendancy of private

commercial interests at the cost of an authentíc public realm. Public spaces that once

encouraged interaction, participation and diversiÇ are being replaced by the privatízed and

commodified spaces of the new city. The spaces of the public realm - the city's streets,

squares, and markets - are being destroyed as expressions of democracy and collectivity.

In their place the new ciÇ puts forward urban forms that strengthen private, commercial

control over civic life in the city. The urban forms of this consumer landscape are

characterized by an ubiquitous 'placelessness' that is a consequence of the dominance of

consumer culture in North America urban life. The shopping mall, the suburbs, the

emerging edge cities and the realm of electronic cultural space reflect the ageographia so

characteristic of the new city. The forces of commercial culture that have srvept through the

postmodern city have brought an increasing emphasis upon security and control. This

focus is rapidly polarizing the urban realm as it gives form to exclusion and segregation

within the new city. The drive to secure the city is inevitably sacrificing the very idea of

accessible public space. In an attempt to create meaning and order to the urban realm, the

new city re.presents itself through a sophisticated manipulation of popular imagery of city

life. The traditional charac{eristics of the historical city are being replaced by a simulated

urbanity that reinforces a consumer lifestyle. As I have shor¡vn, the forms and

characteristics of this new urban realm are far from being value.neutral. They deeply

reflect, in fact, the values inherent in our consumer culture. Notions of privatism, exclusion,

escapism and social detachment are built into the very nature of this emerging urban

realm. Our cities are being re-shaped into landscapes of consumption that extol the

consumerist vision of a new urbanity. As will be shown in the next chapter, reclaiming a

sense of place within postmodern society involves challenging this consumerist vision

itself.
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Reclaiming Place



" The dissolution of place amounts, then, to a /oss of identity. /f suggesfs a fundamental
spiritual alienation from environment and self that demands remedial measures..."

David Harvey. Justice, Nature & the Geoqraphv of Difference (Blackwell Publishers Ltd: Oxford,
1996) p. 308
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As discussed in Images of Place, there is an overriding consumerist vision manifest in

the landscape imagery from contemporary culture. Furthermore, as outlined in Places of

lmages, this consumerist vision is also clearly visible in the nature of contemporary

urbaniÇ. As a consequence of the dominance of the consumer ethos, reflected in the

popular representation of landscape and in the nature of contemporary urban form, the

senæ of place in our culture has been weakened. The commodification and homogeneiÇ

inherent in consumer culture has worked to destroy traditional connections to place.

Increasingly, consumer culture presents a simulacrum of place as a substitute for a

genuine connection with local places. The mediated messages implicit in landscape

imagery and in urban form put fonruard themes that are a deceptive substitute for a real

connection to place. ln Reclaiming Place, I argue the need for a renewed sense of place in

our culture. In so doing, I investigate what constitutes an 'authentic' place and examine the

nature of authentic placemaking. I investigate contemporary approaches to place, New

Urbanism in particular, in an attempt to evaluate the nature of contemporary placemaking

within consumer culture. I then argue the need for a fundamental change in the current

social and political structures as a precursor for the emergence of a new urban design. I

conclude the chapter by proposing how design can emerge as a form of resistance to

consumer capitalism based on challenging contemporary approaches towards place.

As suggested in the discussions from the previous chapters, a sense of place involves

a complex merging of environment, perception and experience.t A sense of place, though,

is more than just an attachment to a particular setting. lt is based upon a deep, personal

connection with the local geography and incorporates both psychological and social

elements.2 As Edward Relph writes in his book Place and Placelessness, a sense of place

transcends mere belonging to incorporate larger issues such as identity. He writes:

The most meagre meaning of 'sense of place' is the ability to recognize
different places and different identities of a place.. .In fact there exis-ts a full
range of possible awareness, from simple recognition for orientation,
through the capacity to respond empathetically to the identities of different

1 Stephen F. Mills. TheAmerican Landscape (Keele University Press: Edinburgh, 1997) p. 1
2 Lucy Lippard. The Lure of tfie Local. Senses of place in a muiticentered societlv (The New Press:
NewYork, 1997), p.9
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places, to a profound associatio¡ with places as cornerstones of human
existence and individual identity.'

Lucy Lippard argues that a sense of place, which she notes is increasingly absent in

contemporary life, arises from a deep connection with one's surroundings. She writes "A

sense of place is a virtual immersion that depends on líved experience and a topographical

intimacy that is rare today..."a Lippard sees the development of a sense of place as being

an important bridge between human society and nature as well as between human

cultures. She writes "...senses of place, a serial sensitivity to place, are invaluable social

and cultural tools, providing much-needed connections to what we call "nature" and,

sometimes, to cultures not our ovvn."t However one chooses to define a sense of place - |

envision a sense of place as being a product of both the physical setting and human

experience - a sense of place, as a complex expression of the personal and the local, is

fundamental to human communities. As such, it has been a cornerstone of personal and

community identity throughout human cultures.

In light of the ¡mportance of a sense of place to both individuals and communities, the

weakening of ties to local places in contemporary cufture is of real concern. Lucy Lippard

observes that in contemporary cultural life there is an "absence of value attached to

specific place."6 we are, increasingly, a "disoriented culture"T stuck in a geography absent

of history or of meanings visible to us. The spread of a global consumer culture has

weakened local distinctiveness and identity.s As examined in Chapter Two, globalized

capital and mass consumer culture have replaced the particularity and diversity of places

with a uniform sameness. As David Harvey writes in his book Justice. Nature & the

Geoqraphv of Difference "Place is being destroyed...rendered "inauthentic" or even

3 Edward Relph. Place and Placelessness (Pion Ltd: London, 1926) p.63* Lippard, p. 33
" lbid.
6 Lippard, p.S
' lbid. p. 15

]Shaón Zukin. Landscapes of Power: From Detroit to Disnev World (University of California press,
Berkeley, 1991) p. 12
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"placeless" by the sheer organizational power and depth of penetration of the market."e As

a consequence of this process, the unique identity of local places and their accompanying

sense of place is diminished. As Relph comments:

There is a widespread and familiar sentiment that the localism and variety
of the places and landscapes that characterized preindustrial societies and
unselfconscious, handicraft cultures are beíng diminished and perhaps
eradicated. ln their stead we are creating...'a flatscape', lacking intentional
depth and providing possibilities only for the commonplace and mediocre
experiences. C.W Moore has written that "the richly varied places of the
world...are rapidly being obliterated under a meaningless pattern of
buildings, monotonous and chaotic", and Gordon Cullen suggests..."we
appear to be forsaking nodal points for a thinly spread coast-to-coast
continuity of people, food, power and entertainment; a universal
wasteland...a chromium-plated chaos". Such comments indicate the
possibility of a placeless geography, lacking both diverse landscapes and
significant places, and also imply that we are at present subjecting
ourselves to the forces of placelessness and are losing our sense of
place.lo

The impact of the loss of a senæ of place in contemporary culture is increasingly coming

io the attention of critical observers. Lucy Lippard notes that present-day life can be

characterized by an "...alienated displacement from and longing for home."Il David

Harvey, commenting on the impact of the spreading placelessness in contemporary life,

writes:

...there is a much deeper crisis of homelessness to be found in the
modern world; many people have lost their roots, their connection to
homeland. Even those who physically stay in place may become homeless
(rootless)..."The rootedness, the autochthony, of man is threatened today
at its core." lf we lose the capacity to dwell then we lose our roots and find
ourselves cut off from all sources of spiritual nourishment. The
impoverishment of existence is incalculable. t2

The cultural and geographical uniformity visible in contemporary life is not an entirely

new development in human history.13 What is different, as Edward Relph points out, is the

e David Harvey. Justice, Nature & the Geoqraphy of Difference (Blackwell Publishers Ltd; Oxford,
1996) p. 302
to Reiprr, p. zo
" Lippard, p. 20
'' Harvey, p.301

" Relph, p.z9
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breadth and the particular nature of the phenomenon: "What is new appears to be the

grand scale and virtual absence of adaptation to local condiiions of the present

placelessness, and everywhere the shallowness of the experience which it engenders and

with which it is associated."la Relph points to an inauthentic attitude towards place - which

he argues is deeply present in contemporary culture - as being responsible for the

development of placelessness in our society. Inauthenticity, Relph observes, is "an

attitude which is closed to the world and to man's [sic] possibilities."ls He notes "lt is clear

that inauthenticity is the prevalent mode of existence in industrialized and mass societies,

and it is commonplace to recognize that mass values and impersonal planning in all their

social, economic and physical forms are major manifestations of such inauthenticity."lo

Inauthenticity, then, is subsequently manifest in the nature of the places that our culture

creates. Relph defines an inauthentic approach to place in the following terms:

An inauthentic attitude to place is essentially no sense of place, for it
involves no awareness of the deep and symbolic significances of places
and no appreciation of their identities. lt is merely an attitude which is
socially convenient and acceptable - an uncritically accepted stereotype,
an intellectual or aesthetic fashion that can be adopted without real
involvement. In inauthentic experience places are seen only in terms of
more or less useful features, or through some abstract a príori model and
rigid habits of thought and behaviour; above all such experiences are
casual, superficial, and partial. lnauthentic attitudes to place may be
unselfconscious, stemming from an uncritical acceptance of mass values;
or they may be selfconscious and based on a formal espousal of
objectiv is1 techniques ai med at achievi ng effi ciency. 1 7

The places that emerge from our consumer culture reflecl an inauthentic attitude

towards place. As discussed in Chapter Two, consumer society produces a standardized

culture that is illustrated in the uniformity and homogeneity of the urban realm. Diversity

and local identity is buried beneath the mass values and contrived fashions of

contemporary consumer culture. The inauthenticity of contemporary culiural attitudes

toward place, Relph argues, has resulted in "a placeless geography in which different

t'rb¡d.

ll netpn, p. ao
'" lb¡d., p. 82
" lbid.
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localities both look and feel alike, and in which distinctive places are experienced only

through superficial and stereotyped images, and as'indistinct and unstable' backgrounds

to our social and economic roles."l8 The imagery of the postmodern city replaces a genuine

experience of urbanity with a shallow, plasticized version of urban life. ln contemporary

culture, the commodífication inherent in the consumer ethos strips place of any real

meaning or identity outside of its role as a marketable commodity. As David Harvey notes,

the attitude our culture takes towards creating places is fundamentally reflective of a

consumerist approach:

...much of postmodern production in, for example, the realms of
architecture and urban design, is precisely about the selling of place as
part and parcel of an ever-deepening commodity culture. The result is that
places that seek to differentiate themselves as marketable entities end up
creating a kind of serial replication of homogeneity.le

The inauthenticity of our prevailing cultural attitudes to place is clearly illustrated in the

consumerist approach to placemaking. The nature of the places that arise from such an

approach is indicative of the lack of meaning and depth characieristic of an inauthentic

attitude towards pl ace.

Reclaiming a sense of place means rejecting inauthentic attitudes towards place

making. The creation of authentic places, Relph argues, is based upon adopting an

authentic attitude towards place. The superficiality and lack of meaning inherent in an

inauthentic approach towards place is replaced by a genuine response to the identity of

places. As Relph writes:

An authentic attitude to place is thus understood to be a direct and
genuine experience of the entire complex of the identity of places -not
mediated and distorted through a series of quite arbitrary social and
intellectual fashions about how that experience should be, nor following
stereotyped conventions. lt comes from a full awareness of places for what
they are as products of man's [s¡c] intentions and the meaningful settings
for human activities, or from a profound and unselfconscious identity with
place.20

'u Relph, p. 1 18
'" Harvey, p.298
'" Relph, p.64
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An authentic approach to place, Relph contends, establishes the framework for creating

places in which people can have a genuine sense of place. How then does an authentic

approach towards place translate into authentic placemaking? And what forms do these

'authentic places' take?

Much of the commentary surrounding the idea of authentic placemaking makes

reference to pre'industrial or 'primitive' communities. Bernard Rudofsky's Architecture

without Architects provides numerous examples of places he claims exemplify vernacular

or anonymous architecture.2l Such architecture and community building, Rudofsky argues,

illustrates a genuine connection with the particular qualities of the local environment. pre.

industrial vernacular architecture can be characterized by its adaptation to local conditions

and by its genuine response to the needs of its inhabitants (figure 22). As RudofsÇ writes

"The untutored builders in space and time ...demonstrate an admirable talent for fitting

their buildings into the natural surroundings. Instead of trying to "conqued' nature, as we

do, they welcome the vagaries of climate and the challenge of topography."22 Rudofsky

notes, that the responsiveness to local conditions aside, what really distinguishes this form

of architecture is its responsiveness to people. As he writes'Above all, it is the humanness

of this architecture that ought to bring forth some response in us."23 Within pre.industrial,

vernacular placemaking the needs of people are paramount and never made secondary to

arbitrary social and intellectual fashions. As Rudofsky observes "Not only is the need for

confining the growth of a community well understood by the anonymous builders, it is

matched by their understanding of the limits of architecture itælf . They rarety subordinate

the genenl welfare to the pursuit of profit and progrcs.s." lmy italics]24 The harmony and

functionality of this form of placemaking consequently ensures its permanence over time.

21 Bernard Rudofsky. Architecture without Architects (Doubleday & Company, Inc.: Garden City,
New York, 1964) p.2.
I lbid., p.5
" lbid.
2o rbid., p.8



Figure 22: pre-lndustrialArchitecture: A Drogon village in Africa (top) and

Italian hill town (bottom).

source:BemardRudofsky.%.Doubleday&Company,|nc.:GardenCity,
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As Rudofsky concludes, "Vernacular architecture does not go through fashion cycles. lt is

nearly immutable, indeed, unimprovable, since it serves its purpose to perfection."25

The placemaking that is characteristic of 'primitive' or vernacular cultures is reflective

of an authentic approach towards place. The buildings and communities that arise from

such a process are a product of an unselfconscious design approach which is based upon

the use of traditional solutions to traditional problems.'u As Relph notes, this design

proæss "...tends to give rise to places that reflect the total physical, social, aesthetic,

spiritual and other needs of a culture, and in which all those elements are well adapted to

each other." " The anonymous or vernacular architecture of pre.industrial cultures is not

consciously designed to create a genuine sense of place; an authentic ænse of place

emerges as a consequence of the approach. Such placemaking is illustrative of

Christopher Alexander's "timeless way of building" in which communities and buildings

genuinely emerge from the lives of their inhabitants. As Alexander explains, this form of

placemaking is "...a process through which the order of a building or a town grows out

directly from the inner nature of the people, and the animals, and plants, and matter which

are in it."28

The search for 'authentic places' inevitably seems to lead back to pre.industrial or

'primitive' cultures. Such places - reflecting the totality of their inhabitants needs as well as

a harmonious integration within the landscape - are noticeably absent from contemporary

weslern society. While individual buildings and small traditional communities may still

exemplify such an approach to placemaking, much of contemporary placemaking, as

discussed earlier, can be characterized by its acceptance of mass values and its disregard

for the genuine identity of local places. As Relph notes, the authentic place has become an

anachronism within contemporary life:

" lbid., p .1

'" Relph, p. 6Z
'' lbid.
28 Christopher Alexander. The Timeless Wav of Buildinq (Oxford University Press: N6rr¡r¡ york, 1929)
p.7.
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...in Nofth America the only inslances of authentically yet
unselfconsciously created places are peripheral to the main thrust of the
society, for instance the anachronistic and traditional societies of the
Hutterites or Amish, and possibly some 'back-to-nature' communes and
some street markets. In Europe authentically created landscapes and
places are essentially relict features of former craft cultures. In both
continents such landscapes have acquired nos-talgic value and are
zealously being preserued or even recreated, hence guaranteeing their
inauthenticity. '"

It would be inaccurate to describe all places that emerge from a contemporary

approach towards place as being completely inauthentic. Authenticity, even if it is absent in

the initial design of a place, can arise from peoples' life experiences within the place itself.

As Relph writes, "Even though the founding of a place may be its most dramatic and

significant event, placemaking is a continuous process and the very fact of having been

lived in and used and experienced will lend many places a degree of authenticity."3o

However, while places may acquire some degree of authenticity over time - through the

lives and experiences of the inhabitants - the depth of such authenticity falls well short of

those places that arise from an authentic approach towards placemaking. As Relph

observes "...such'authentification'can never be complete for it can never reach the

deepest levels of sense of place. The difference is like that between your own painting and

acquiring a reproduction which you then frame - there may be some sense of personal

achievement and involvement but it can never be total."31

I would like to now address the response of current design approaches to the lack of

authenticity in contemporary pfacemaking and the subsequent diminishing sense of place

within our culture. There has been a recognition in recent years amongst design

professionals and critical observers that, within North America, contemporary placemaking

has failed to create genuine communities endowed with a strong ænæ of place. As

alluded to earlier in this discussion, and as shovr¡n in Chapter Two, prevailing approaches

to community building have resulted in a ubiquitous placelessness. ln response to this

2e Relph, p. 68* Relph, p. 71

t1 
rb¡d.
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phenomenon, the urban design movement knor¡vn as New Urbanism has emerged in North

America as an alternative to contemporary placemaking approaches. Based on the

principles of creating a sense of community, New Urbanism seeks to re.capture the

essence of traditional American town-making.t'As Peter Katz writes in his book The New

Urbanism: Toward an Architecture of Communitv "lt [New Urbanism] addresses many of

the ills of our current sprawl development pattern while returning to a cherished American

icon: that of a compact, close-knit community.'33 New Urbanist design principles aim to re.

assert the primacy of public over private values as part of creating a genuine sense of

community.ta Like its counterpart, Neotraditional Town Planning which arose concurrently

in Great Britain, New Urbanism drar¡¡s inspiration from the past in an attempt to address

the failures of conventional community design.

In order to assess the effectiveness of the New Urbanist approach as a response to

the inauthenticity of contemporary placemaking, it is necessary to examine the nature of

those communities designed according to New Urbanist principles. A brief overview of the

New Urbanist towns of Seaside and Celebration - Disney's New Urbanist-inspired model

community - provides an insight into the character of New Urbanist development.

Foremosl amongst the New Urbanism's projects has been the town of Seaside, Florida.

Initiated in 1981, Seaside has been held up as the most successful model of New Urbanist

community design (fígure 23). Built on an 8O-acre site along the Florida coast, Seaside was

designed by the architects Andres Duany and Elizabeth Plater-Zyberk. In Seaside, Duany

and Plater-Zyberk pioneered the Traditional Neighborhood Development (TND), a concept

which attempts to create communities that have the same character and appeal as small

traditional towns and villages. As Nan Ellin explains:

In contrast to the conventional suburban development...the TND is
designed with people in mind rather than cars through the elaboration of
design guidelines (or urban codes). In place of "pods" of housing

32 Bettina Drew. Crossinq The E>qcendable Landscape (Graywolf Press: Saint Paul, 1998) p. 191tt Peter Katz. Th ture oi commun¡tv (McGraw-Hill, Inc.: Nerry
York, 1994) p.ix* Todd W. Bressi "Planning the American Dream" in The Nerry Urbanism: Toward an Architecture of
Communitv. p.>oo<
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Figure 23: Seaside: A New-Urbanist community.
source: Peter KaE. The New Urbanism: Towards an Architecture of Community

'' McGrãw-:l-li]l; Ir¡c: New Yó1k,"1 994.
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"clusters," office "parks," and shopping "centers" assembled along
"collector roads," the TND is based on grids of straight streets and
boulevards (instead of highways) which are lined by buildings in order to
generate clear and enclosed public spaces.'"

Peter Katz writes that Duany and Plater-Zyberk, "...pursued one overriding goal in the

conception of the town - that of fostering a strong sense of community."tu In order to bring

about this sense of community, the designers proposed that Seaside would consciously

assert the primacy of public space over private space. tt The public space of the street and

the square was re.introduced as the basic matrix of the tovrrn.38 Through the use of a

coding strategy, Seaside's designers maintained an emphasis upon public spaces

throughout the town's design. The scale of the community was designed to promote

pedestrian access and casual social encounters. CommuniÇ interaction was fostered by

ensuring that peoples' daily needs could be met within a five.minute walk of their

residence.3e With a projected eventual population of 2,000, Seaside was designed to be

comparable in size to the typical American small tor¡¿r of the 1920s or 1930s from which it

drau¡s much of its inspiration.ao

Seaside has been heralded as a new model for American urbanism. Selected by Time

magazine as one of its "Designs of the Decade", Seaside has garnered both public and

professional acclaim by those who view the community as providing a new basis for urban

design. Seaside's success has propelled its designers, Duany and Plater-Zyberk, into the

forefront of New Urbanist design. They have since worked on a variety of commissions

throughout North America including roles as early advisors in the development of the

Disney Corporation's new town of Celebration. Located on 4,900 acres of Disney property

in Florida, Celebration, like Seaside, attempts to instill a sense of community into its

residents through its design approach (figure 24). Like the Traditional Neighborhood

I ttan Ellin. Postmodern urbanism (BlackwellPublishers, cambridge, Mass.,1996) p.7stu Katz. o.4. 

-

tt rb¡d. 
'

æ David Mohney and Keller Easterling. Seaside: Making a Town in America

^^(Princeton Architectural Press, 1991.) p. 55
"" Ralø, p.4
oo rbid-



Figure 24: Celeb¡ation: Disney Corporation's model community.

souroe: John Beardsley. 'A Mickey Mouse utopia" Landscape Architecture
Feb. 1997. p.76-93 photography by Eric Dusenbery
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Development (TND) concept pioneered in Seaside, Celebration is designed to create

opportunities for social interaction amongst its residents. As John Beardsley writes

"Houses are close together and close to the street to foster neighborliness and to

encourage walking; most have front porches or verandas to bridge the private and public

zones. Many of the neighborhoods are organized around shared squares, lar¡¡ns, and

playgrounds; the streets are lined with shade trees."a1

Adopting much of the New Urbanist design approach to Seaside, Celebration's main

architects Robert Stern and Jacqueline Robeñson have created a communiÇ in the image

of an American pre.war town. As Bettina Drewwrites:

Like American towns before World War ll, Celebration has tree-lined
streets and houses with front porches; parks, a school, and a dor¡¡ntown
shopping district are all within walking distance. The homes, linked to the
school and businesses by fiber-optic network, are a blend of traditional
American styles, and there are townhouses and apaftments, as well as a
golf course, sivimm.{lg pool, tennis courts, and a health care center
devoted to wellness."'

Particular attention has been paid to make Celebration a "real" tor¡vn. Designed to function

as a complete community with a population of 20,000, Celebration has a downtourn, a

health center, school and offíce park. In addition, Celebration incorporates a particular

concern for the qualiÇ of the public environment. As Beardsley obserues "Disney is

banking on these amenities - health, education, and the enhanced public environment - to

give Celebration an edge over other upscale developments."a3 Unlike Seaside, which

permits architectural variation within the parameters of its design code, Celebration limits

its residents to a choice of single-family homes in one of six architectural styles.aa Single

family residences are grouped as town homes, cottage homes, village homes or estate

homes and priced in ascending order in relation to the degree of luxury. Inaugurated in

1996, Celebration r¡¡as an immediate marketing success. As Drew notes " The idea of

o] .totrn Beardsley. "A Mickey Mouse lJtopia" in Landscape Architecture February 19g7 p.T9a2 
Drer¡,1. o.1744 eearOstey, p.OZ* Drew. o. 175
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Celebration alone was so popular that, at first offering, three times as many buyers came

as there were lots to be sold, and Disney had to devise a lottery to accommodate them."aS

In light of positive public and professional response to the New Urbanist communities

of Seaside and Celebration, it is important to critically evaluate the effectiveness of New

Urbanism as an alternative to conventional placemaking approaches. While acclaimed by

the popular media and much of conventional professional opinion, New Urbanism has

been criticized by contemporary observers as presenting an exclusionist, middle class

ideal of community. Edward Soja characterizes New Urbanism as "...a peculiar

postmodern combination of historical urban nostalgia and present-day postsuburbia."46 As

he comments:

The New Urbanism is essentially a contemporary historicist
transmogrification of the New Town ideal, packaged with nostalgic
references to the small towns-cum-urban villages of early America and
poured into the Outer and Inner Cities of today. Added to the olio are the
peopled public places and car-less pedestrian life romanticized by Jane
Jacobs in her old Greenwich Village neighborhood, the anti-crime
"defensible space" designs of Oscar Newman and others, and the soft
environmental socialism of Ebenezer Howard's old-New Towns.aT

Soja dismisses New Urbanism as " ...opportunistic interventions marketing

hypersimulations of urban utopia to a middle-class population battered by economic

restructuring, fearful of crime and hungry for new and better images of postmetropolitan

life."a8 New Urbanism has been criticized for turning away from the challenges of the

present era and being fundamentally motivated by "...loss and nostalgia and the urgefor

fusion and harmony with like-minded others..."ae In response to the complexities and

challenges facing contemporary urbanism, New Urbanism looks to the pasl for design

solutions to today's problems. However, in seeking to bring about a sense of community

* toio., p.lz+
-" Edward W. Soja. Postmetropolis: Critical Studies of Cities and Reqions (Malden, Mass: Blackwell
P.ublishers lnc., 2000) p.248.
-' lbid., p.249-250* lbid.

ae Leonie Sandercock. Towards Cosmopolis: Planninq For Multicultural Cities (New York: John Wiley
& Sons, 1998) p. 19a.
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strictly through a design approach, New Urbanism disregards larger social and political

realities. As Leonie Sandercock notes:

It seeks to create instant community through design. But it conspicuously
lacks any class, race, or gender analysis of its own assumptions. lts most
famous built example, the suburb of seaside, Florida, is a homogenous
white middle.class community which would typically take a two-income
household to make it affordable, leaving little^time for anyone to sit on the
front porch chewing the fat with neighbours.""'

ln an article deeply critical of Disney's Celebration, John Beardsley argues that the

New Urbanist communities offer no real alternative to conventional development. He

writes:

celebration, li ke the DP-Z [Duany lplater-zyberk] development Kenfl ands
in the Washington, D.C., suburbs, strikes me as the same old sprawl
tarted up in an old-fashioned disguise. While Celebration and Kentlands
are better than the average subdivision, they still gobble up vast quantities
of land, leaving little for such prior uses as farming. They stress traditional
notions of community, but they turn their back on older settlements in favor
of imitations. Rather than seek out opportunities to fill in near existing
transportation nodes, utilities, and services - building on the infrastructure
of the past - they pursue a model of development that exeñs a high
impact on the threatened open space of exurbia. Despite being a
pedestrian-friendly environment, Celebration - again like Kentlands - fails
to dislodge the automobile from its tyranny over suburban life. cars may
be parked in. alleys, but you still have to use them to get pretty much
everywhere."

The New Urbanist communities of Seaside and Celebration reflect the emergence of

'community' as a marketable commodíty. The idea of community has been commodified;

transformed into a consumer good directed towards a middle.class eager to buy into New

Urbanism's nostalgic vision. As Sandercock obserues, the residents of Seaside and

Celebration are "...exclusive communities of like.minded people seeking in some cases

literally, a return to the imagined world of their childhoods."S2 New Urbanism's professed

environmentalism - manifest in its green spaces and pedestrian walkways - is shallow at

best and fails as a response to the environmental challenges facing contemporary

* rbid.
51 Beardsley, p. 93
" Sandercock. p. 194
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urban¡sm. Seaside and Celebration advance an image of community, but not community

itself. As John Beardsley remarks, what is being celebrated in Celebration "...includes

the triumph of the simulated over the real, of illusion over substance, and of ins-tant and -
so far - ersatz hislory and community over the admittedfy problematic but vital traditions of

civic life." tt New Urbanism, as manifest in Seaside and Celebration, fails as an alternative

to contemporary urbanity. As Neil Smith concludes regarding Seasíde "...Seaside reminds

me of nothing more than the suburbs of capitalism...Looking at Seaside, it is no longer a

question of working within the 'belly of the beast'. Seaside is not the compromise that

results from an effort to work within the belly of the beast; Seaside is the belly of the

beast!"sa

Upon critical inspection, New Urbanism, as a solution to the inadequacies of

contemporary placemaking, begins to unravel. The popular and professional acclaim which

New Urbanism has received is, perhaps, more reflective of the desire for alternatives to

conventional approaches to place, rather than a real reflection of the value of New Urbanisl

design. New Urbanism does not address the complexities of urban life - sharpening

economic and social divisions, automobile dependency, ecological suslainability, privatism

etc... - nor does it reflect a genuinely authentic approach towards place. What New

Urbanism succeeds at doing is evoking powerful images of an urban utopia. New

Urbanism presents a simulacrum of place as a response to peoples' desire for genuine

community. As a response to placelessness and the need for community, New Urbanism

manifests a particular postmodern approach to urban design. The evocation of a urban

utopia based on borrowed ideas from the past bespeaks a profound dissatisfac{ion with the

present and reflects an inability to fully address the wide spectrum of issues involved in

contemporary placemaking. The generation of evocative images of an urban utopia visible

in both Seaside and Celebration, is characteristic of the centrality of imagery to

contemporary life. In this regard, New Urbanism reflects the postmodern condition of

* rbid.

* Neil Sm¡th "Reasserting Spatial Difference" inAnv July August 1993 Numbe r 1 p. 22
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attachment to surface and the ascendancy of image over substance. As such, New

Urbanism is truly a product of its time. As David Harvey obserues about contemporary

cultural production "...there has emerged an attachment to surfaces ratherthan roots, to

collage rather than in-depth work, to super-ímposed quoted images rather than worked

surfaces, to a collapsed sense of time and space rather than solidly achieved cultural

artefact."ss New Urbanism, as a form of contemporary placemaking, emerges from this

particular cultural approach. Consequently, an attachment to surface replaces authenticity

within the idealized artificial constructs of Seaside and Celebration.

As illustrated in New Urbanism, prevailing cultural and social values permeate

approaches to contemporary placemaking. The values that inform prevailing approaches to

place in Weslern culture arise from contemporary capitalist society. In particular, the

postmodern cultural expressions visible in New Urbanism - an attachment to surface and

image, the borrowing of ideas from the past - can be seen as a manifestation of late

capitalist development. As Harvey comments "Postmodernism... signals nothing more

than a logical extension of the power of the market over the whole range of cultural

production."tu As an approach to placemaking, New Urbanism reflects much of what

Harvey defines as being characteristic of postmodernism. He contends that

postmodernism is distinguished by "...concerns for the signifier rather than the sígnified,

the medium rather than the message, the emphasis on fiction rather than function, on signs

rather than thíngs, on aesthetics rather than ethics..."s7 Following Harvey's analysis of

postmodernism as a capitalist phenomenon, what we see upon close inspection of the

New Urbanist approach to placemaking is the degree to wtrich New Urbanism, as a

response to place, is fundamentally reflective of contemporary capitalist values. The

nostalgic references to an imagined past, ihe evocation of urban utopian imagery, all

support the characterization of New Urbanism as a postmodern response deeply rooted in

.- David Harvey. The Condition of Postmoderni{ (Basil Blackwell, lnc. Cambridge, Mass, 1990)
p.61s roio.. o2
" rbid., p. toz
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contemporary capital¡sm. As Peter Eisenman comments about Seaside "...in its style it

makes damn good ideology."58

Recognizing the rootedness of contemporary approaches towards placemaking in

capitalism is vital as a first step in advancing solutions to the lack of authenticity in

conventional approaches to place. New Urbanism, promoted as a viable alternative to

conventional placemaking, is as reflective of contemporary capitalist values as the mode of

development it purports to replace. What a critical examination of New Urbanism reveals is

the need for new values to ínform design. I suggest that within contemporary capitalism,

characterized by an accelerating consumer culture and the omnipresence of market forces,

authentic approaches towards place, as a basis for conventional design, are an

impossibility. Placemaking must be informed by a syslem of new values that allow for the

expression of human needs and ecological sustainability. The search for authenticity in

placemaking leads inevitably to the call for social and political change. As Lebbeus Woods

writes in his book Anarchitecture: Architectqre is a political Act :

It is not possible to cooperate with the present economic and political
systems for the design and construction of architecture. The relentless
commercialization characleristic of these systems works against the
realization of an architecture initiating change in exactly the same ways as
it does against change itself: by its appropriation as a new status quo. An
architecture of the new must grow from a new conceptual ground, one
having to do with the dramatic and sometimes violent changes that mark
the present era. A new architecture for an era of radical changes in private
and public life must actively participate in the eslablishment of new
economic and political syslems for the design and construction of
buildings, ¿nd for the continued transformation of human activities around
the world."'

Woods' thoughts are echoed in the work of Manfredo Tafuri who argues that there can be

no qualitative change within urban design or architecture without a total revolutionary and

systemic transformation of capitalist society.60 Tafur¡, as Fredric Jameson writes, maintains

s Peter Eisenman."Post (Debate) Scrþfs" in Anv July/August 1993 Number 1. p.37tn Lebbeus Woods. Anarchitecture: Architecture is a Þolitiõal Act (St. Martin's Press: New york,
1992) p. 12

æ Fredric Jameson "Architecture and the Critique of ldeology'' in Architecture, Criticism. ldeoloqy
Joan Ockman ed. (PrincetonArchitectural Press, Princeton: 1g85) p. 68
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that "...the practicing architect, in this society and within the closure of capitalism as a

system, cannot hope to devise a radically different, a revolutionary, or a "utopian"

architeciure or space..."61 Tafuri's position, while not a renunciation of political action in

contemporary society, recognizes, like Lebbeus Woods, the need for fundamental change

as a precursor for the emergence of a new urban design.

The need for deep systematic changes in the structure of contemporary society, as a

precursor to the emergence of an urban design freed from the power of the market, is

evident upon close investigation of the nature of contemporary placemaking. Place

construction has become fundamentally shaped by the mediating power of money. The

development of places, expressive of values other than money and commodification,

requires a revolutionary transformation of the prevailing political economy. The search for

authenticity in placemaking must involve challenging the prevailing capitalist values

fundamental to our consumer culture. The struggle for authenticity of place becomes, at its

root, a social and political struggle against the present political and economic systems. part

of this struggle involves the search for an alternative to contemporary capitalism. While it is

not the intention of this study to investigate possible alternatives to capitalism, it is

fundamental to the discussion to identify the need for an alternative to the current political

and economic systems as a necessary step towards returning to authenticity in

placemaking.

At present, in light of the absence of an alternative paradigm to inform conventional

placemaking, how do we respond to the challenges of place construction? | argue that

design, consequently, should respond as a form of resistance to contemporary capitalist

values. Reclaiming place, in the context of contemporary capitalism, must also involve

presenting alternatives to the consumer vision implicit in our capitalist system. Resistance

then, in terms of reclaiming place, involves two components: an active refusal to adopt

conventional approaches to place based upon the values of the dominant syslem and,

secondly, a proactive movement to promote an alternative placemaking grounded on

ut lbid., p.ss
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values alternative to those of the current paradigm. What forms, then, does such

resistance ultimately take? As Steve Pile notes in his book Geoqraphies of Resistance,

resislance can manifest itself in many ways:

Potentially, the list of acts of resistance is endless - everything from foot-
dragging to walking, from sit-ins to outings, from chaining oneself up in
treetops to dancing the night away, from parody to passing, from bombs to
hoaxes, from graffiti tags on New York trains to stealing pens from
employers, from not voting to releasing laboratory animals, from mugging
yuppies to buying shares, from cheating to dropping out, from tattoos to
body piercing, from pink hair to pink tríangles, from loud music to loud T-
shirts, from memories to dreams - and the reason for this seems to be that
defínitions of resistance have become bound up with the ways that people
are understood to have capacities to change things, through giving their
own (resistant) meanings to things, through finding their own tactics for
avoiding, taunting, attacking, undermining, enduring, hindering, mocking
the everyday exercise of power. That people can create their own ways of
living - their ou¡n meanings and capacities - has forced a recognition that
resislance can be found in everything."'

As illustrated in Pile's approach to resistance, there are limitless ways of expressing

one's resistance to the dominant ideology of consumer culture. ldentifying which ways to

manifest resistance is ultimately the choice of the individual but the fundamental element

that links all forms of resistance is the refusal to accept the values of the present

organization of power. This resistance to power ultimately expresses itself as a search for

places free from the domination of the prevailing ideology. As pile writes

...the central strategy of authority is to force people to play its game, to
make sure that the game is played by its rules, then people find
innumerable ways round this ... they continually seek to find their own
places: they rat through the labyrinths of powers. From this perspective,
resistance is less about particular ac{s, than about the desire to f¡nd a
place in a power-geography where space is denied, circumscribed and/or
totally administered. The implication is that resistance comes from a place
outside of the practices of domination. 63

Resistance involves a reactive slruggle against domination but at the same time it also

incorporates a proactive creation of an alternative vision - an alternative place. As piles

u_t Steve Plle, "Opposition, potiticat identities and spaces of resistance" in Geoqraphies of Resistance
Sleve Pile and Michael Keith eds. (Routledge: New York, 1997). p. 146t rbid. o.1s
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concludes "Resistance, then, noi only takes place in place, but also seeks to appropriate

space, to make new spaces..."6o

In seeking spaces free from the domination of consumer ideology, we are effectively

reclaiming a sense of place in our contemporary world by re.storing meaning to the idea of

place. Resistance, in whatever form, provides a channel to express opposítion to the

hegemony of consumer capitalism. This "counterhegemony", as Fredric Jameson defines

it, involves "...the elaboration of a set of ideas, counterualues, cultural styles, that are

virtual or anticipatory, in the ænse that they "correspond" to a material, institutional base

that has not yet "in reality" been secured by political revolution itself."6s The diffusion of

'counterhegemonic' values, as promoted in this "enclave theory"66, facilitates the eventual

adoption of an alternative to capitalism. As Jameson writes:

...the emergent future, the new and still nascent social relations that
announce a mode of production that will ultimately displace and subsume
the yet still dominant one, is theorized in terms of small yet strategic
pockets or beachheads within the older system. The essentially spatial
nature of the characterization is no accident and conveys something like a
historical tension betr¡¡een two radically different types of space, in which
the emergent yet more powerful kind will gradually extend its influence and
dynamism over the older form, fanning out fro^m its initial implantations and
gradually "colonizing" what persists around it.o'

Resilance in this view, and in the context of reclaiming place, involves the creation of

alternative approaches to place - based on values counter to those of consumer capitalism

- that eventually setve as the basis for a new form of placemaking.

Design, as a form of resistance to consumer capitalism, must embody more than jusl

design interventions. As Lebbeus Woods implies, designers have a larger social and

political role to play in the creation of new approaches to the design of human communities

than their traditional roles in the design profession may suggest. I contend that designers

must engage in resistance against the hegemony of contemporary capitalism on three

* toid., p.16.* Fredric Jameson "Architecture and the Critique of ldeotog/' in Architecture, Criticism, ldeoloqv
Joan Ockman ed. p. 69* rb¡d.. o.7o
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fronts: 1) challenging existing representations of place 2) confronting the exisling cityscape

3) pfacemaking. Contemporary representations of place, as discussed in /mages of Ptace,

are of immense importance. The representation of place has material consequence, as

how we relate to the world is often highly coloured by the way in which it is represented.

As has been discussed ín earlier chapters, prevailing popular representations of place are

increasingly being mediated through the lens of consumer culture. Consequently, we

experience place within the framework of the consumerist vision implicit in these portrayals

of place. As part of rebuilding connections to place in our culture we need to actively

challenge the consumerist vision implicit ín the prevailing representations of place.

fmages provide a framework for interpreting the worfd and, as shor¡vn in tmages of

Place, they are becoming the principal way in which ideas are communicated to the public.

In light of this development, imagery emerges as an effective form of resistance to

contemporary consumer capitalism. Through the use of imagery, we can challenge existing

representations of place and transmit ideas and values that provide an alternative to a

consumerist vision of life. As W.J.T Mitchell writes in his book Picture Theorv, "... we have

moved into an era when the point about pictures is not just to interpret them, but to change

them."68 The power of imagery as a form of resistance to the dominance of consumer,

capitalist ideology has been recognized by the founders of Adbusters. The Canadian-

based magazine uses imagery as a central element ín its ongoing critique of consumer life.

An examination of images from various issues of the magazine demonstrates the

effectiveness of imagery as a form of resistance to capitalist and consumer values.

f ncorporating the tools and techniques of the advertising industry, Adbusters uses the

power of design to subvert the advertising message. lts use of imagery exemplifies the

idea of diffusing 'counterhegemonic' values and is indicative of the potential of imagery to

challenge the present organization of power. The majority of the images that I will examine

* W.J.T Mitchell. Picture Theory: Essavs on verbal and visual representation
(The University of Chicago Press: Chicago & London, 199a) p.369
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are selected from Adbusúers, as the magazine is unique in its ability to present these types

of messages to a mass audience.

The first category of images that I would like to address involves a critical commentary

on the nature of place in the contemporary world. A series of three images accompanied

an art¡cle by Bob Rich entitled "Absolutely Exhausted" in the winter 2000 issue of

Adbusters. The fictional story concerns the life of a typical office worker who comes to

realize the futility of his consumer-based existence. The images, accompanied by short

phrases that tie the imagery into the narrative of the story, present a powerful critique of

conventional life (figure 25). lf place is viewed as the union of space and culture, then

these images speak directly to the nature of place in consumer capitalism. The first image

presents a sea of vehicles s'tuck in highway traffic with the accompanyìng text "The Cars,

The House, The Things". The image cleverly creates an association between the

immobilized traffic and consumption itself. The image evokes a sense of entrapment and

futility that, consequently, becomes a commentary upon the larger experience of

consumption. The message of the image suggests that, contrary to what our culture tells

us, material acquisition does not bring happiness. As consumption is at the root of our

consumer culture, this image provides an effective critique of the values fundamental to

contemporary capitalist society.

The second image that accompanies the article consists of an aerial view of an

enormous tire dump with ihe text "l'm One of Them". The innumerable used up tires

become a metaphor for the central character in the story: the exhausted office worker. The

image of the tire dump itself, with two islands of vegetation surrounded by an ocean of

discarded tires, is a damning indictment of our approach to the natural world. Together

these two themes reflect the consequence of conventional attitudes towards place: a

disregard for human needs and ecological sustainability. The third and final image in the

series shows a sprawling highway interchange accompanied by the phrase "Poor Lit¡e

Buggers". Breaking out of his consumerist existence, the story's central character finds

freedom in a life outside of mainstream consumer culture. "Poor little buggers" - bespeaks
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Figure 25: lmagery as a commentary on the nature of place in consumer culture.

source: Adbusters Journal of the Mental Environment Winter 2000 No. 28
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his recognition of the nature of life of those trapped in the consumerist vision. The image,

in conjunction with the accompanying text, is a powerful denunciation of our contemporary

approaches to place. The grids of identical housing, the overwhelming dependency on the

automobile, the homogeneity and standardization of the landscape is all visible in the

image. As such, this image, like the others, fundamentally challenges the consumerist

vision of life as put foruard by contemporary capitalism.

The second series of images from Adbusfers I would like to address focus on the

impact of digital technology on our culture. The magazine's spring 2001 issue featured an

article by Richard Degrandpre entitled "The Great Escape" and much of the issue's

imagery illustrated the ideas expressed in the feature article. While at first glance the

emergence of a virtual world may seem to be somewhat removed from our discussion

about place, our culture's embrace of powerful digital technologies can be directly related

to the nature of contemporary places in our society. For, as Degrandpre writes, ,,...the

ultimate reason we're apt to be taking flight from material reality is to escape the expanding

unpleasantness of our inner and outer lives - a mélange of boredom, res¡essness,

malaise, anxieÇ, and depression. The virtual life isn't the opium of the masses, it's the

anesthesia."ut I argue that it is a direct consequence of the failure of our culture to create

places that respond to people's needs that has resulted in a cultural escape from reality as

manifesl in our society's embrace of a virtual world.

The first two images that l'll examine are a commentary on this particular cultural

approach to the world around us (figure 26). The first image shows a man seated in front of

a computer; the image on the computer's screen is of dense vegetation. The word "control"

is located in the bottom corner of the image. The second image shows the same figure -

this time standing outside directly in front of a real tree - accompanied by the word "chaos".

Together these two images comment on contemporary attitudes towards the natural

environment and our place in it within the context of our digital world. The simulated world,

as represented by the image of nature controlled via the medium of the computer, is held

6e Richard Degrandpre. "The Great Escape" in Adbusters Mar/April 2001 p.31
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Figure 26: lmagery as a commentary into the nature of simulation.
source: Adbusters Joumal of the Mental Environment Mar/April 2001 No. 34
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up as a preferred alternative to the perceived chaos of the actual physical environment.

These images offer an insightful commentary into the nature of simulation and are

particularly relevant to the discussion about place in light of the degree to which

contemporary urbaniÇ is characterized by simulation. The embrace of a simulated world

has profound implications for real places in our society. The virtual world allows us to turn

away from the real world and embrace a virtual reality; in effecl to present a simulacrum of

place as a replacement for real places. ln addressing this phenomenon, these images are

an effective counterattack againsl the underlying attitudes that inform a significant element

of conventional approaches to placemaking.

The third set of images from Adbusfers that I address is a response to the generic

quality of much of our built environment (figure 27).The images ran as an opening series

of images to the magazine's spring 2000 edition. The first image shows the silhouette of a

generic couple posed in front of a Çpical suburban home. The text, written in the bright

yellow often associated with generic supermarket brands, runs across the couple's

silhouette. lt reads "Neighbors - Charles & Allyson Double.Lot". The use of the blue and

yellow colours associated with generic brand advertising is a commentary on the

standardization and homogeneity of the suburban landscape. The image uses the faceless

silhouette, overlaid with the generic title of neighbours, to suggesl the absence of

authenticity in suburban life. Through íts incorporation of the generic "look" superimposed

over the background of a conventional subdivision, the image provides an insightful

analysis into the nature of place within consumer culture.

The second image in the series adopts the same approach in a critique of the

shopping mall environment. Two silhouettes of a bench and a large indoor plant are

superimposed into the interior of a mall. The silhouette of the bench is overlaid with the

phrase "Bench - The Pause that Refreshes 5 minutes" while the silhouette of the plant is

overlaid with "Nature - Hawaiian Ficus 1 pot". Using the generic colours of yellow and blue,

the image evokes the artificiality and contrived nature of the shopping mall. As in the first

image, superimposing the generic "look' into the indoor environment of the shopping mall



Figure 27: lmagery as a commentary on the generic quality of the consumer landscape.

source: Adbusters Journal of the Mental Environment Spring 2000 No. 29
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immediately reveals the inauthenticity of the shopping mall environment. The final image in

the series takes aim at the homogeneity of the cityscape. Superimposed onto an image of

a downtown street scene is a large silhouette of an outdoor art piece with the phrase "Art

Corporate 1 ton" overlaid. The image portrays the corporate aÉ piece as an

interchangeable element within a larger context of standardization and absence of

authenticiÇ. As a critique of contemporary places, the generic silhouette effectively

illustrates the homogenous nature of much of the capitalist cityscape.

While not primarily presenting a critical commentary on the nature of place within

contemporary culture, the next body of images that I present involve a critique of some of

the values that inform conventional approaches to place within consumer culture. These

images challenge, in an insightful manner, the values fundamental to a consumerist way

of life and in doing so, suggest an alternative set of ideas and counterualues (figure 28). As

the struggle for a new approach to place rests upon the emergence of new ideas and

values to inform design, this type of imagery is an effective tool in ultimately promoting an

alternative approach to the world around us. The images that I present are a sampling of

Adbusters imagery that mainly address the issue of consumption. Consumption, and the

values that ultimately flow from it, is manifest in much of contemporary cultural production

including, as shown in Chapter Two, the urban design approach to our cíties. While I will

not examine these images in any great detail, I put them forward to demonstrate the

effectiveness of imagery as a form of resistance to the values that underlay prevailing

approaches to place in our culture.

The first image takes an American icon - the Statute of Liberty - and morphs it into a

bloated version of its former self. The image, with its accompanying text "Boycott America

- The country of overconsumption" transforms a symbol of freedom into a symbol of

unbounded consumption. The second image overlays a product barcode over another

American icon - Uncle Sam. Playing upon the traditional patriotic appeal of Uncle Sam, the

text reads "l want you to curb your consumption - Thanks!" The next image is a poster for

"Buy Nothing Day" - an international event which promotes a 24-hour moratorium on
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consumer spending. As the supporting text reads "Go ahead - take ihe plunge! Find out

what it feels like to go one whole day without shopping. lt will open your eyes to the way

we all live." The subsequent image that I present incorporates a close.up photo of a luxury

car logo overlaid with a quotation regarding the emergence of capitalism as a form of

collective indoctri nation.

The last category of images that I examine consists of examples of more conventional

uses of imagery in the form of advertisements created by environmental organizations

(figure 29). While not as openly critical of consumer values as the Adbusters imagery,

these images, neveÉheless, suggest an alternate way of approaching the natural

environment. As such, the imagery argues for a new set of ideas and values that runs

counter to the prevailing values that inform conventional attitudes about place. The first

image that I present is the poster for the first ever Earth Day held on April22, 1970. While

not an advertisement in the conventional sense, this image marks an important milestone

in the development of an environmental consciousness and the significant role that

imagery has come to play in this process. The poster features a sepia-toned image of a

bald eagle imposed over a collection of assorted images of environmental destructíon. The

juxtaposition of environmental devastation and wildlife imagery effec{ively communicates a

powerful message about the nature of the dominant economic system.

Turning to contemporary examples of 'environmental advertising', l'll now examine

images from advertising campaigns undertaken by environmental groups. The World

Wildlife Fund's campaign to protect marine life incorporates an image of a wlrale's tail

dipping below the surface accompanied by text reading "lf you think it's only whales we

protect, you're barely scratching the surface." While not as visibly anti-consumerist as the

Adbusters imagery, the \lúWF adveftisement does imply the presence of an agenda that

runs counter to the environmentally exploitative practices of contemporary capitalism.

Similarly, an advertisement for the Nature Conservancy promotes a national initiative to

preserve wildlífe habitat. While not openly decrying the values of consumer capitalism, the

advertisement promotes an alternative set of values - emphasizing preservation and
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stewardship - which are fundamentally at odds with the operations of a globalizing

capitalist economy. Lastly, an adveriisement created by the Environmental Protection

Information Centre in California argues for the preservation of the surviving redwood

forests. The advertisement responds to industry criticism that the environmental movement

is trying to preserve all of the redwood forests by very clearly pointing out that over 967o of

the forests are already gone. This image, in particular, is a good example of how imagery

can be used to educate a mass audience while, at the same time, dislodging public

misconceptions.

Taken in their entirety, the images that I have presented are reflective of the power of

imagery to critique, agitate and educate. In an increasingly image.driven world, such

imagery can play a significant role in developing an alternative set of values and ideas that

can challenge the hegemony of consumerist values. As has been discussed, the process

of reclaiming place within contemporary culture involves the creation of new values and

ideas to inform placemaking. lmagery, as shown in the examples from Adbusters and the

other sources, can involve both a critical commentary on the nature of place as well as an

analysis of the deeper values that inform contemporary approaches to place in consumer

culture.

Having explored how we can challenge existing representat¡ons of place, and the

deeper values that inform contemporary placemaking, we need to now look at howwe can

confront the existing cityscape. Contemporary urbanity, as examined in Chapter Two, is

profoundly shaped by the forces of consumerism. Consequently, resistance against the

hegemony of consumer capitalism must include actively engaging the postmodern

cityscape. As part of this engagement, I suggest that designers mus{ resolutely oppose

prevailing capitalist architecture and urban design. As Manfredo Tafuri argues, within the

capitalist system the designe/s role must involve a "vigilant denunciation of existent or

historical architectural ideologies."T0 In confronting the existing cityscape, the designer has

to Fredric Jameson 'Architecture and the Critþue of ldeotogf' in Architecture, Criticism. ldeoloqv
Joan Ockman ed., p. 53
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a role to play in not only providing a critique of capitalist urbanity, but also in presenting

alternative ideas for the future of urbanity. I contend that one of the critical roles of the

designer within the conten of the exisling cityscape is to struggle against the homogeneity,

uniformity and commercializatíon of the city. In doing so creatively, the designer can give

voice to an alternative urban vision.

Place.jamming is an attempt to critique the nature of contemporary urbanity while at

the same time suggesting an alternative vision for the cíty. By intervening in the cityscape -
or'Jamming" -, the essence of places can be subtly altered to suggest a place based on

ideas and values that run counter to the prevailing fundamentals of consumer capitalism

(figure 30). Place'jamming can either be an individual or a community expression against

the capitalisl values inscribed in the cityscape. As such, the range of possible expressions

is endless extending from posting hand written signs warning traffic to slow down to the

development of community gardening initiatives. As Jeremy Lundholm observes "Guerrilla

gardening, restoring native plant communities, media-free space, quiet zones, dark zones,

car-free areas, green mapping - all these efforts fit within the place jamming ethic."7r As

both a critique of the cityscape and an illustration of an alternative conception of urbanity,

place.jamming gives physical form to resistance agains-t the hegemony of consumer

capitalism.

Much of current place.jamming focuses on resloring nature to the city. The introduction

of nature into places within the city where it is absent or degraded challenges the

consumerist values that underpin the existing cityscape. As Lundholm explains:

Place.jamming is the creation of physical space where nature can re.enter
our perception. The not-so-subtle subtext of consumer capitalism is, of
course, that nature is just stuff to be consumed. Within this grand
narrative, simpler myths are accepted with easy familiarity: that front yards
must be monocultures; that engine noise and neon skylines are measures
of progress and cultural achievement. Nature itself, in the city, remains as
distant and uninteresting as a couple of dirty pigeons on a balcony...lf
more of us are exposed to the possibilities of living with nature rather than
against it, it may be possible for more than a minority to imagine
alternatives to consumer culture. As the manufactured desire to consume

71 Jeremy Lundholm "Place-Jamming" in Adbusters May/June 2001 No. 35 p. 57-58
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Figune 30: Place-jamming: A suggestion of an alternative vision for the city.
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is replaced with something more authentic and healthy, moJe people, are
likely to support the political struggle of environmentalists... "

As the cityscape is increasingly reflective of a consumerist vision of life, re.introducing

nature into the city becomes an act of resistance. As Lundholm writes " As corporate logos

invade more and more of our shared space, the side of a building covered with vines is an

increasingly radical statement."Tt However, place.jamming is more than jusl a symbolic act.

While actions such as growing vines along the sides of a building may appear to be

primarily symbolic, they do provide a practical illuslration of a new approach towards urban

places. Additionally, such interventions allow for people's involvement in the life of the

places in wlrich they live. Consequently, place'jamming is not only illustrative of alternative

ideas about urbanity but reflects as well, the democratic expression of individual citizens in

the creation of their urban environment.

In the context of reclaiming place within contemporary culture, place-jamming is part of

a long-term process that aims to shift the collective consciousness towards a new

approach towards place. The process of reclaiming places free from the dominance of

consumer capitalism is wlrat defines a 'Third space' - a place where people and

community prevail over the power of the marketplace. Kalle Lasn envisions that a

movement to re.claim urban spaces would create these 'Third Spaces' throughout the

urban fabric of the city. Lasn writes "The whole tone and rhythm of the city will lighten as

little non-commercial islands of what sociologist Ray Oldenburg calls "Third Space" -
places for social interaction that are neither home nor work - pop up. Within these

exuberant, inclusive spaces, we will all live free again." 7a As part of reclaiming place,

place.jamming involves contesting space; that is re.assefting people's control over the

urban environment. In this regard, place.jamming can be understood as one tactic in a

larger strategy that aims ultimately to re.invent the city. As Lasn observes:

t' rbid.tt rbid.
to Kalle Lasn. "Rec/a iming lJrban Space" in Adbusters Spring 2000 vol 8 no. 1 , p 36
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What we are building has never existed: it is the everyday city of the
future. This place needs its shock troops, people who are willing to live, at
whatever cost, in the landscape of the imagination...This, ultimately, is
what urbanism is about: living change. Cities should be places of
expression, so our paint-filled eggs turn billboards into outbursts of colour,
and our cities should be places where we meet, so we call a party for rush
hour on the busiest bridge, and our cities should be places where we
feast, so we tear up the asphalt and plant a garden, and our cities shoufd
be places where we_explore, so we empty out an office block and let it
slowly slide into ruin.'"

Place'jamming exemplifies what Fredrick Jameson calls "counterhegemony"To - the

elaboration of a set of values and ideas that correspond to a future inslitutional base that

will one day offer an alternative to capitalism. As a form of resistance to consumer

capitalism, place.jamming alloras for the expression of ideas and approaches towards

urban life that run counter to those of the present organization of power. ln so doing, place.

jamming provides an effective critique of contemporary approaches to place while at the

same time suggesTing a way forward towards an alternate urbanity.

In addition to challenging existing representations of place and confronting the existing

cityscape, I suggest that designers must engage in resistance againsl consumer capitalism

within placemaking itself. As has been shorivn in the examination of contemporary

approaches to placemaking, much of conventional urban design and architecture is deeply

reflective of the values associated with a consumerist vision of life. As David Harvey

comments "...place construction is now complicitous (directly or indirectly) with the

universalisms of money, commodity, capital and exchange..."77 Lebbeus woods and

Manfredo Tafuri argue that an alternative approach to the design of human communities is

ultimately dependent upon the emergence of a new set of ideas and values to inform

placemaking. Both Woods and Tafuri contend that a revolutionary transïormation in the

present social and political systems must first occur for a new architecture to emerge.

f" Kalle Lasn. "C,ontesfed Space" in Adbusters May/June 2001 No. 35 p. 52to Fredric Jameson "Architecture anJîFã Cr@ue óf Heology' in Architàture. Criticism. ldeoloq/
Joan Ockman ed. p. 69
" David Harvey. Justice, Nature & the Geoqraphv of Difference p. 314
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While I agree that deep structural translormation musl first occur in order for mainstream

placemaking to be shaped by non-capitalist values, I believe, at present, that an alternative

placemaking can still exist upon ihe individual level. While the overall thrust of conventional

approaches to place may still be dominated by the ethos of consumer capitalism, the

possibility slill exists for individuals, albeit to varying degrees, to influence the nature of the

places in which they live and which they creaie.

Placemaking, broadly defíned, is the manner in which humans shape the pfaces in

which they find themselves into places in wfrich they live.78 Consequently, it is a

fundamental human activity. As Lynda Schneekloth and Robert Shibley write in their book

Placemakino: The Art and Practice of Buildinq Communities , placemaking encompasses a

range of activities:

It includes building and tearing buildings down, cultivating the land and
planting gardens, cleaning the kitchen and rearranging the office, making
neighbourhoods and mowing lawns, taking over buildings and
understanding cities...Placemaking consists both of daily acts of
renovating, maintaining, and representing the places that sustain us...lt
can be done wioth the support of others or can be an act of defiance in the
face of power.'"

As Schneekloth and Shibley note, placemaking is a broad activity that allows for a range of

expression. Most importantly, as Schneekloth and Shibley recognize, placemaking can be

an act of resistance against the existing structure of power.

Place conslruction can allow for the expression of values other than those found in our

highly materialistic and monetized culture. ln so doing, placemaking becomes a defiant act

and emerges as a form of resistance against a consumerist vision of life. Placemaking, as

an act of resistance, attempts to impart meanings - reflecting an alternative vision of life -
to places (figure 31). Not only does such placemaking offer an alternative approach to

places, it also provides the space in which to create new relationships between people. As

Schneekloth and Shibley obserue:

78 Lynda H. Schneekloth and Robert G. Shibley. Placemakinq: The Art and Practice of Buildinq
Communities (John Wiley & Sons, Ner¡v York, 1995) p.1
?s ilr,at- '
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F[gulne 3n: Placemaking: An attempt to impart meanings - reflecting an alternative vision of
life - to place.

çeurçe: Adbusters Journal of the Mental Fnvironment MaylJune 2001 N0. 35
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The making of places - our homes, our neighborhoods, our places or work
and play - not only changes and maintains the physical world of living: it
also is a way we make our communities and connect with other people. In
other words, placemaking is not just about the relationship of people fo
their places; it also creates relationships among people in places.o'

ln inff uencing howwe both relate to places and to other people, placemaking is an effective

vehicle not only for the expression of resis{ance against consumer capitalism, but also for

the advancement of a progressive alternative to it.

The penetration of commodification and market values into all realms of cultural lífe,

David Harvey contends, has fundamentally degraded contemporary approaches towards

place. Harvey argues that, in response, an alternative approach towards placemaking must

seek to rediscover the art of dwelling. He writes:

Dwelling ¡s the capacity to achieve a spiritual union between humans and
things. From this it follows that "only if we are capable of dwelling, only
then can we build." Indeed buildings "may even deny dwelling its own
nature wlren they are pursued and acquired purely for their own
sake."...The problem, therefore, is to recover a viable homeland in which
meaningful roots can be established. Place construction should be about
the recovery of roots, the rccovery of the art of dwelting.El [my italics]

In this context, an alternative placemaking involves a return to rootedness and authenticity.

I suggest that, despite existing within the enclosure of capitalism, individuals are still free to

create places upon a personal fevel that are reflective of this search for authenticity. Such

individual placemaking is to a very large degree, however, dependent on one's resources

and skills and is perhaps not a viable option for most people. As Edward Relph notes, "ln

contemporary society such authentic and selfconscious placemaking seems to be reserved

largely for inspired individuals; most of us are condemned to live in other people's houses

and machine-made places."82 Nevertheless, I believe that such individual attempts at

place construction can be an effective illustration of an alternative placemaking. Such

attempts at place construction are a valuable expression as they give form to values and

uo rbid.
8r David Harvey. Justice, Nature & the Geoqraphv of Difference p. 301s2Edwardn lptl.@z
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ideas that can offer an alternative to the consumerist vision of life implicit in contemporary

approaches towards place.

Within the framework of reclaiming a sense of place in consumer culture, placemaking

as a form of resistance involves searching for aliernative approaches to place. As David

Harvey observes, this process is currently visible in contemporary society as a response to

the omnipresence of market forces in present-day life:

...the increasing penetration of technological rationality, of
commodification and market values, and capital accumulation into social
life together with time-space compression, will provoke resistances that
increasingly focus on alternative constructions of place. The search for an
authentic sense of community and of an authentic relation to nature
among many radical and^ecological movements is the cutting edge of
exactly such a sensibil¡ty."

As Harvey notes, the search for alternaiive approaches towards place is at the root of

much ecological thought. By promoting a relaiionship to place that is not embedded within

ihe values of the marketplace, but based upon ecological principles, an ecologically

focused placemaking provides a clear alternative to conventional placemaking. Radical

ecological thought, such as Deep Ecology, ¡s one philosophical framework amongsl a

range of ecological and social positions in which to construc{ an alternative placemaking.

An ecological approach to the design of human communities has the potential, as the

radical architect Paolo Soleri argues, to play a powerful role in the ultimate transformation

of societal values. Soleri suggests that architecture acts a form of information within

contemporary culture and that by re'ordering the nature of our buílt environment in

ecologically progressive ways we are then able to transmit new ideas into cultural

discourse.sa As Timothy Luke writes in Ecocritique: Contestinq the Politics of Nature, the

Economy, and Culture "Most significantly, it [architecture] can lead to an ecological

revolution, because it is an informational process rather than a material activity. Each

edifice in the man-made environment ultimately operates as an actor, "that is to say, it is

83 Harvev. o. 302* ï.otny W. Luke. Ecocritique: Contestinq the Politics of Nature. the Economv. and Culture
(University of Minnesota Press: Minneapolis, 1997) p. 157
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actually information in and of itself instead of being a remote presence." 85 By adopting this

perspective, an alternative placemaking emerges as a conduit for the expression of what

Fredric Jameson terms "counterhegomenic" values. The way in which r¡e inhabit and

construct the places we live in ultimately allows for an expression against the ideology of

consumer capitalism. While the impact of such expressions may be somewhat muted due

to the lack of resources that individuals may have access to, the simple act of living in a

place creates a space in which we can generate an alternative vision as to what might be

possible.

As the purpose of this discussion has not been to specifically define what form an

alternative placemaking should adopt but, rather, to identify the space that exists upon an

individual level for an alternative approach towards place, I have not presented a specific

plan for a radical place'making. The form that an alternative construction of place would

take is ultimately dependent upon the personal expression of the individuals involved.

What is of primary importance, within the context of reclaiming place in contemporary

consumer culture, is to identify the opportunity that placemaking provides for individuals to

rebuild a connection to place. Moreover, identifying the opportunity that placemaking

affords to the individual, as a vehicle of expression and resistance, is a fundamental step in

understanding how people can ultimately manifest their struggle against capitalism and its

corresponding values.

In conclusion, contemporary life has witnessed a deterioration in traditional

connections to place. Reclaiming place, as a response to this phenomenon, attempts to

restore our relationship with place. A sense of place has long been a cornerstone of both

individual and community identity throughout human cultures. The decline in a meaningful

senæ of place within contemporary culture can be traced to the inauthenticity of much of

conventional placemaking. Within our consumer culture, mainstream approaches towards

place can þe characterized by an acceptance of mass values and a disregard for the

"" tb¡d.
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identity of local places. The places that consequently emerge from such an approach have

come to form a placeless geography. As an attempt to rebuild a genuine sense of place,

reclaiming place promotes authenticity in placemaking. ln contrasl to an inauthentic

approach towards place, authentic placemaking stems from a deep awareness of the

identity of local places and a recognition of place as a meaningful setting for human

ac{ivities. Pre'industrial or 'primitive' architeclure is often held up as an example of an

authentic placemaking that reflects an adaptation to local conditions and a genuine

response to the needs of its inhabitants. Current responses to the lack of authenticity in

contemporary placemaking, and the subsequent diminishing sense of place within our

culture, has led to the emergence of New Urbanism. As a form of placemaking, New

Urbanist design seeks to create a sense of community through a design approach that

draws inspiration from traditional American town-making. However, as a response to the

failure of contemporary approaches towards place, New Urbanism falls short of offering a

real alternative to conventional development. A critical examination of New Urbanism

clearly reveals the need for new values to inform design.

The first step in advancing solutions to the lack of authenticity in contemporary

placemaking lies in recognizing the rootedness of present-day approaches towards place

in capitalism. Placemaking, consequently, must be informed by a system of new values

that allow for the expression of human needs and ecological sustainability. Reclaiming

place within consumer culture inevitably leads to the call for fundamental change in the

current social and political structures as a precursor for the emergence of a new urban

design. At present, in light of the absence of an alternative paradigm to inform conventional

placemaking, design needs to respond as a form of resistance against contemporary

capitalism. The power of design can be brought to bear upon consumer capitalism and its

corresponding values that inform contemporary approaches towards place. Designers, and

other individuals, can resist the hegemony of consumer capitalism by challenging the

representation of place, confronting the nature of contemporary urbaniÇ and in developíng

an alternative form of placemaking. Developing an imagery that promotes an alternative to
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the consumerist vision of life is an effective act of resistance within a culture in which

images increasingly provide the framework for interpreting the world. Place.jamming allows

for a personal response against the nature of contemporary urbanity while at the same

time suggesting an alternative vision for the city. By imparting meanings - reflecting an

alternative vision of life - to their own places, placemaking affords the opportunity for

individuals to manifest their resistance against contemporary consumer culture. By

challenging not only the form of contemporary placemaking, but also its underlying values,

reclaiming place, as an act of resistance against consumer culture, can play a powerful

role in the development of new approaches to the design of human communities.
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